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Renewed interest in the abandoned War Eagle Mine, which 15

located in the center of the gold districts of central Idaho,

provided the opportunity for a detailed study of the deposit. The

goal of this study is to determine the genetic history of the deposit

with respect to regional mineralizing events. Because the old

workings have collapsed, hi5torical descriptions and reports from the

period of activity of the mine are combined with current surface and

subsurface data to reevaluate the property.

The deposits in the vicinity of the mine occur as quartz

veins in muscovite-biotite granite, a Late Cretaceous phase of the

Idaho batholith. The deposits have been dated at about 71 m.y. by

4øAr/39lr techniques and are genetically related to the hosting

granite. The intersection of major through-going N1ø-20E faults and

N35E tension fractures is the consistent structural control. The

veins are actually lense-like quartz bodies, which have a maximum



length of 15 meters. Quartz, the prominent gangue mineral, revesl5

three episodes of precipitation separated by episodes of brecciation.

The last quartz generation is microsaccharoid quartz that cemented

the fragments of pre-existing quartz. The bulk of the mineralization

accompanied this episode. Sulfide minerals include pyrite,

chalcopyrita, galene, aphalerite, and freibergite. Gold is not

present as free grains and probably occurs in solid solution with the

base metals in the sulfide minerals.

The hydrothermal fluids from which the veins precipitated

altered the granitic country rock over 10 meters from the fault

conduits. The alteration assemblage associated with the veins is

characterized by a pervasive replacement of primary minerals by

sericite, quartz, minor calcite, and pyrite. n attempt to determine

the source of the hydrothermal fluids through oxygen isotope analysis

indicate 6O values between -0.1 and 1.9 permil, from a single

mineral quartz analysis averaging 9.3 + 0.2 permil. Further

calculations suggest a definite magnetic source for the original

fluids. younger argillic-type of alteration is localized along the

fault structures and cross cuts the sericitic assemblage.

Hydrothermal alteration is best developed within the 1Smeter

wide War Eagle shear zone where the ore bodies mined during the

1930's are located. The size and richness of the veins are related to

favorable locations along major fault zones that also underwent

episodes of shearing. The other vein occurrences on the property are

along narrow fault zones with too few tension fractures and no

indication of intense shearing.



Pdthough the War Eagle deposits occur isolated from the

surrounding mining districts, the parallel trends of mineralization,

narrow zones of alteration, and similar sulfide mineral assemblages,

as compared to the deposits of the Buffalo Hump area (40

air-kilometers to the northwest> indicate an association between the

deposits. The War Eagle deposit and the deposits of the Buffalo Hump

district are of the same age. Formation followed the emplacement and

cooling of the riucovite-iotite granite pluton of the Idaho

batholith. The mesothermal veins formed in normal fault zones near

the roof of the pluton. These veins were sheared and evolved into

quartz lenses. Quartz that recorded multiple structural events host

the best deposits.
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STUDY OF THE GOLD DEPOSITS AT THE WAR EAGLE MINE,

IDAHO COUNTY, IDAHO

INTRODUCTION

Location acces

The War Eagle Mine and the surrounding Little Bear claims

are located in the Gospel Hump Wilderness Area, Nezperce National

Forest, north-central Idaho. The area studied lice in sections 20,

21, 28, and 29 of Township 25 North, Range 7 East, Boise Meridian,

Idaho County, Idaho (figure 1). The mine and claims lie on the

south side of Fitz Greek, a tributary to Crooked Creek, about 10 km

north of the Salmon River (figure 2). The study area is about 14

aerial kilometers southwest of Dixie, Idaho, and about 62 aerial

kilometers southeast of Grangeville (figure 3).

Access to the mine is restricted to foot or animal travel

on trails along Crooked Creek. The U.S. Forest Service Dixie Guard

Station is the end of the approach by wheeled vehicles. From there

the route is trail 216 for about 14 kilometers down Crooked Creek

to the trail up Fitz Creek. The other possible access is the S

kilometer long trail up Crooked Creek from the mouth near Shepp

Ranch on the Salmon River.
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Figure 1. Notice of location.

Figure Z. View to the 5outh from the War Eagle mine property.
Confluence of Crooked Creek (in the foreground') and the Salmon River
(in the background).



Figure 3. GeoQraphic locaUon of the War Eagle iine.
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The mining claims lie on the south-facing slope of the

Salmon River Breaks along the steep flanks of the valley of Crooked

Creek and Fitz Creek. Slopes vary between 30 and 70 percent.

Elevations range from 1000 to 1500 m. The predominant habitat type

along the southerly open slopes is Ponderosa Pine-bluebunch

wheatgrass. On the northeasterly side, the forest cover is modest

to heavy with Ponderosa Pine and Douglas Fir. Shrubs include

ninebark, ocean-spray, willow, and service-berry.

Fitz Creek is a small but usually perennial stream that

flows from the northwest and crosses the middle of the property.

Crooked Creek is a major drainage to the Salmon River from the high

country of the Buffalo Hump to the north.

During the summer, the weather is hot and dry with

occasional severe thunderstorms. The top of the ridge is near the

elevation where snow stays on the ground through much of the

winter.

Purpose and methods j study

The War Eagle deposit is one of the abandoned gold nines of

north-central Idaho that attracted a renewed interest in the recent

years. The geologic features of the deposit were characterized



during the mining activity of the 1930's. Objectives of the present

study are to couple laboratory data with detailed field work to

document end interpret the features of the deposit, to determine

the processes of vein formation, and to place this deposit into a

regional context. Emphasis has been placed on detailed studies of

(1) the structural control, (2) the composition and geometry of

wall-rock alteration, (3) the mineralogy and textures of

mineralized rocks and host rocks, and (4) the possible

characteristics of the hydrothermal fluids.

Field work was conducted during the summer of 1984. It

included detailed geologic mapping (1:1,200) of a two square

kilometer area and diamond drill-core logging of seven holes (total

417 m) being drilled that summer by Score Resources Ldt of

Vancouver, British Columbia. Quartz-vein samples were collected

from the vein outcrops and the dumps of past trenching and mining

activity. The alteration assemblages were defined from drill-core

samples. Petrographic examination of 49 thin sections and 4

polished sections was performed. The clay mineralogy of the altered

zone was determined with the use of X-ray diffraction techniques.

Analytical work also included analysis of 101 samples by 31-element

semi-quantitative emission spectroscopy and the modal analysis of

selected thin sections of the different alteration assemblages.

Oxygen isotopic analyses were courteously provided by J.T. Chesley

for four samples in order to gain information on the

characteristics of the mineralizing fluids. Finally, dates for the

deposit were also obtained by 40Ar/39Ar dating technique as part of

5



an ongoing investigation directed by Dr. L.W. Snee and U.S.G.S.

coworkers.

Previous work

The War Eagle deposit was first described by Tolman (1918),

when it was only a prospect. Bancroft, first owner of the property,

made an estimation of the feasibility of exploitation in an

unpublished report for the U.S. Bureau of Mines (Bancroft, 1925).

The nine is also mentioned by Thomson and Ballard (1924> in a

survey of the resources of northcentral Idaho, by Beckwith (1928)

in a publication on the geology end the ore deposits of the Buffalo

Hump district, and by Shenon and Reed (1934) in their paper on the

geology and the ore deposits of the mining districts of central

Idaho.

Recently, the U.S. Geological Survey, in cooperation with

the U.S. Bureau of Mines, has completed a study on the nineral

resourCe8 of the Gospel Hump Wilderness area, as part of a program

of systematic evaluation of any lend proposed for the wilderness

status (Lund and Esparza, 1986). recent description of the mine

is provided by Esparza and others (1983). Finally, in 1983 a

commercial mineral exploration program provided some new

information that was summarized after a diarond-drilling operation

(Green, 1984, unpublished report).

6



TECTONIC SETTING

The War Eagle deposits are located in the Idaho batholith.

The composite mass of plutons constituting the batholLth covers an

area of approximately 40,000 square kilometers in central Idaho and

northwestern Montana (Hyndman, 1983). The batholith intruded both

the eestern Proterozoic to Peleozoic miogeosyncline rocks and the

western Paleozoic to Mesozoic eugeosyncline rocks (figure 4).

frmstrong and others (1977) distinguished two sections, the

northern Bitterroot lobe, and the southern atlanta lobe, which are

separated by a northwest-trending belt of metamorphic rocks. The

War Eagle mine liec in the northern part of the atlanta lobe, as

shown on figure S.

The determinations of K-tr ages ('rmstrong, 1977) revealed

that the batholith was of Cretaceous age. The ttlanta lobe was

emplaced 7S to 100 m.y. ago and the Bitterroot lobe between 70 and

80 m.y. ago. Both lobes are intruded by Eocene plutons 49-44 m.y.

in age. The bulk of the Idaho betholith was emplaced during the

culmination of Cretaceous riagmatic activity related to the Nevadan

orogeny, at the time corresponding to the formation of other

plutonic complexes in western North Pmerica. The latest intrusive

stages in the region occurred during the Tertiary, presunably in

relation to the Laramide orogeny.

The relationship between the Idaho batholith and the

7
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FiQure 4. Geology of Idaho (Modified after trm5trong, 1975; Evan5,
1982; and Lund, 1984).
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10

hydrothermal ore deposits is yet to be fully comprehended. The

problem of the genesis of the deposits is linked to the

uncertainties of the origin of the magma. The granitization of

sedimentary rocks, rather than the intrusion of magma was first

inferred for the origin and reflected the trend of thought of the

1940's. The emplacement of the bathelith was believed to have

played an active role in the regional deformation (Ross, 1963).

With the evolution of the plate tectonic theory, the presence of a

subduction zone immediately west of the present exposure of the

batholith was suggested. Both the regional metamorphism and the

generation of the Idaho batholith were thought to be a primary

consequence of subduction (Nyndman and TaJ.bot, 1976). Complications

arose with the study of 87Sr/8SSr ratios. irmstrong and others

(1977) noted a sharp break in initial B7Sr/86Sr ratio in plutonic

rocks across the geologic boundary between the Paleozoic or

Mesozoic eugeosyricline rocks and the known or inferred Precambrian

rocks. They defined a northsouth line that stretched along the

western side of the batholith, with initial strontium isotopic

values greater than 0.706 to the east and less than 0.704 to the

west. Pt forearc melange associated with a subduction zone would be

expected to produce a gradation between the geochemical signatures

of island arc and continental terranes. Only recently has a

geologic signification for the absence of gradation been proposed.

Structural evidences imply that the suture boundary between the

oceanic terranes and the miogeosynclifle rocks is a major

transcurrent fault, along which the arc terranes may have moved
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northward (Lund, 1984). The transcurrent-fault boundary allows a

sharp change between the two types of basement. In this theory, the

cause of formation of such a large igneous body is not yet

explained. If the remnants of a subduction complex existed farther

to the west, presumably somewhere in Oregon, the zone would be

hidden by the Columbia River Plateau basalt.

The generalized distribution of the Cretaceous igneous

lithologies displays an outer, older granodiorite/quartz

diorite/tonelite rim (Hyndman, 1983). These early plutons were

later intruded by a granitic to granodioritic core. The most

extensive unit of the Atlanta lobe is a biotite granodiorite that

is gradational into a muscovite-biotite granite (Hyndman, 1983). As

a rule, gradational contacts predominate, and discrete plutons with

sharp contacts resembling those of the Sierra Nevada batholith are

rare. Hyndmen (1983) described the two-mica granite as massive,

light gray, medium- to coarse-grained, and equigranular to slightly

porphyritic. He also documented the remarkable homogeneity in

major-element chemistry, across 90 km of the central part of the

Atlanta lobe. The bulk of the batholith rocks are peraluminous, and

show the typical cab-alkaline alkali-enrichment trend (Bennett,

1980). The cross-cutting Tertiary plutons are composed of

characteristic pink granite in the east-central part of the

batholith, as well as quartz-diorite, granodiorite! and a variety

of porphyritic dikes (Bennett, 1980).

Although the tectonic environment that may be at the origin

of the Idaho batholith is not fully understood, the presence of



many mineral deposits is reminiscent of the continuous occurrence

of porphyry copper deposits along the western edge of the American

continent. This association of metal deposits with plutons of

batholithic size is common.

12



ORE DEPOSITS OF CENTRPtL IDAHO

During the gold rush at the beginning of this century, the

ore deposits of central Idaho contributed greatly to the gold

production of the United States. Most of the production came from

the placer mines, but the high-grade ore of the lode deposits

attracted prospectors. Mining camps were established in the

vicinity of each cluster of deposits that was discovered. In Idaho

County, the major districts are Buffalo Hump (also referred as

Robbins), Elk City, Dixie, Warren, and Orogrande (figure 5). These

districts are described by Thomson and Ballard (1924), Shenon and

Reed (1934), and Lorrain (1938). The following descriptions are

taken from the earlier workers.

The Buffalo I-lump vein system has a general trend of N1OE.

Pt major shear zone through the area has been recognized along the

same trend (Shenon and Reed, 1934). The quartz veins attain a size

ranging from 1 to 20 meters in width. Many are said to terminate by

horsetailing. The walls are well defined and invariably show gouge

or selvage between quartz and wall rock.

In the Elk City district all authors agree on a radial

arrangement of the vein system. In general, the quartz veins form a

series of slightly curved lenses rather than a single continuous

tabular body.

At Dixie, the prevailing strike is N45W, Sø-SSNE. Two

13
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types of veins have been described (Thomson and Ballard, 1924).

Some veins appear to be a cementing material in minor joint planes

of unaltered granite with no clay gouge on the walls; whereas

others occur in much altered granite, show considerable gouge, and

seem to carry better mineralization.

In the Warren district, all veins occur within the granitic

rocks of the Idaho batholith. The general trend is N90E with a

steep dip to the south. The veins fill a well-developed set of

joints that cut the quartz monzonite and may form lenticular quartz

bodies.

In contrast, the presence of disseminated deposits are

cited in the Orogrande district at the Orogrande Frisco mine. This

deposit occurs in a wide zone of cheering with silicified country

rock (schist and pegNatite). Pyrite is found disseminated through

the country rock and through numerous cross-cutting quartz

stringers. However, fissure veins, like those in the other

districts, are also found near Grogrande.

In general, all the fissure veins are steeply dipping and

principally carry gold and silver in quartz gangue. The

mineralization is bunchy throughout the quartz and irregularly

spaced. according to the previous workers, the deposits occur in

three types of location relative to the plutonic rocks of the Idaho

batholith: (1) in the schiats, several tens of meters above the

roof of the Idaho batholith, as in the Elk City district, (2) near

the roof zone of the Idaho batholith, as in the Buffalo Hump

district, (3) and at the War Eagle mine, several hundreds of meters



below the roof of the Idaho biholith.

The5e diver5e locatione accredited the theory that these

commercial bodies of ore rIU5t persist to depth (Thomson arid

Ballard, 1924) and that the nature of the host rock (schi.st or

granite) does not affect the width or richness of the veins

(Lorrain, 1938).

16



HISTORY tND PRODUCTION

During the early days of gold mining in Idaho, Idaho

County, with 17 mining districts, was one of the largest

gold-producing areas in the United States. rlininq began in 1857

with the discovery of placer gold by Jack Lassier along Orofino

Creek. Lode depo5its were first discovered in 1870! near Elk City.

The early operations were ba5ed on the mining of the free-milling

oxidized portions of the veins. When the sulfide zone was

encountered, mining was usually discontinued. The mines ceased to

be profitable until new metallurgical methods were found for the

recovery of gold and until the high cost of transportation of

concentrates to a smelter was overcome.

In 1898, William Boyce discovered the Blue Bell vein and

started mining activity at the War Eagle mine. Twelve years later!

he located a boulder of high-grade float that lead to the discovery

of the unexposed Boyce oreshoot. Boyce sold the property to George

J. Bancroft and William H. Day who were the owners in 1931 when

production started. The War Eagle mine was operated by the Central

Idaho Gold Mining & Milling Co. P,t the peak of activity, the mine

employed up to 25 men. In 1937, operations were taken over by the

Central Idaho Syndicate. The War Eagle mine was 5till worked at

intervals during that year, employing only S men. It is recorded to

have been active in the Idaho Inspector of Mines annual reports

17
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until 1939, apparently the end of the production history.

Since 1928, the operators had built a camp, a power house,

and a balirnill (figures 7 and 8). The power plant was at the

junction of Fitz Creek and Crooked Creek, about 1 km below the

mine. The mill was a flotation plant with a capacity that doubled

from 25 to 50 short tons per day in 1934. The concentrates were

shipped for smelting via the Salmon River. Most of the work has

been done on the Boyce and Blue Bell ore bodies. In 1934, Shenon

and Reed published a geological map of the Boyce ore body and

reported a first annual production of 48 short tons, which produced

177 tray ounces of gold, 77 troy ounces of silver, and 936 pounds

of copper. This is the last record of the extent of the underground

workings. The mine closed in 1937 after a reported total production

of 12,400 short tons of ore (Esparza and others, 1983; Shenon and

Reed, 1934).

In 1955, the War Eagle mine reappeared In the annual mining

activity report of the Buffalo Hump district. The Minerals

Vearebook reported that C.F. Shawley and V.E. Pnderson opened the

old tunnels and shipped gold concentrate from the War Eagle for a

few days. This was the last activity recorded at the mine.

The claims, as outlined on figure 9, now belong to C.W. Brown. In

1983, two Idaho Corporations, Score Resources Ldt. and Award

Resources Inc. acquired an interest in the property. The first

phase of an exploration program was undertaken during the summer of

1983. It consisted of prospecting and a geochemical grid survey.

The following summer, a diamond drilling program was set eip. Since



FtQure 7. Rev'ain5 of the camp at the War EaQie Mine.

Figure 8. Rerlalrl5 of the ball Mill.
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Ftgure 9. Plan of the War Eagle c1aim (after Bancroft, 1925).

Figurea 13, 27, and 36 will be enlargeNents of the shaded area.

N
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then, exp1ortion of the property h5 been interrupted.
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GEOLOGY

j..itholoav

The geology of the War Eagle mine area is dominated by the

presence of the medium-grained, muscovite-biotite

qranite/granodiorite of the Idaho batholith. Metasedimentary roof

pendants are exposed about 1 kilometer north of the study area, and

xenoliths of quartzite could be found as float on the claim blocks.

Float of aplite and pegmatite are also found and had been defined

by Tolran (1918) as gradational phases of the igneous body. Two

discontinuous, thin dacite porphyry dikes, which were consistently

mentioned in the early literature, were observed and sampled.

Muscovite-biotite granite

The granite is from the main phase of the Idaho batholith.

The rock is light colored, medium-grained, hypidiomorphic, and

displays a weak foliation in a N40W direction. Ml samples, even

those far from vein structures, are altered. Establishing a

diagnostic distinction between rocks that had been affected by

hydrothermal alteration associated with the deposits and the same

rocks affected by widespread deuteric alteration was difficult.

Sericite and epidote are common to both alteration types. However,

because pyrite seems localized in the proximity of faults, the
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presence of pyrite was taken for characterizing hydrothermal

effects.

11 modal analyses (table 1) indicate a composition that is

borderline between the granodiorite and the granite fields of

Streckeisen's classification (1976). The plagioclase in the granite

has an oligoclase composition and makes up 38-43 percent of the

rock. The grains are subhedral to anhedral, and frequently exhibit

a rqyrmekitic texture at boundaries with alkali-feldspar grains.

Plagioclase grain5 host secondary sericite and clay minerals.

Moreover, exsolution of Fe-oxides in cleavage planes of plagioclase

is common and resulted from the initial substitution of Fe3+ for

l3+ in the crystal lattice. Potassium feldspar occurs both as

orthoclase and microcline and constitutes 18-21 percent of the

rock. It is anhedral, interstitial, and one of the last minerals to

crystallize. late magmatic reaction between crystallizing

potassium feldspar and preexistent minerals produced the myrmekitic

quartz blebs within the plagioclase and muscovite. Strained quartz

grains comprise 30 percent of the rock. Coarse-grained, hexagonal

books of muscovite make up 2-4 percent of the rock and are commonly

kinked. These muscovite grains are distinct from the secondary

fine-grained sericite flakes. In places, the appearance of the

grains is anomalous, which has been interpreted as a consequence of

weathering. The so-called hydromuscovite is biaxial negative and 15

characterized by a smaller 2V angle (0-20> and a lower

birefringence than the common muscovite. Two percent of the rock is

composed of biotite which ha5 a characteristic green pleochroic
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tr: (l of total eadal content

p: present in the rock and not in the aodal content

Table 1: Modal analysis of the itiuscovite-biotite Qranite.

2'4

0900::4 23908B5 WE12

Quartz 31 30 33

Plagioclase 40 43 38

K.Feldspar 18 21 21

uscovite 2 2 2

Biotite 4 2 2

flpatite p - -
Zion p - p

Sne - p -
thiorite - tr tr

Epidote - tr -
Oxides 3 p tr

Hydrasuscovite - tr 1

Nontiorillonite tr tr -
Sericite 1 tr 1

Total points 689 769 660
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color where not chloritized. Biotite is intergrown with muscovite,

as illustrated on figure 10.

Several accessory Minerals were identified in the granite.

Large apatite grains (0.1-0.3 mm) represent the Most abundant

accessory phase. Distinctive features of the apatite are typical

rounded habit, high relief, and a first-order birefringence. The

iron-rich spinel, hercynite, was recognized by the euhedral

lozenge-like habit, isotropic nature, and dark-green color.

Euhedral. to subhedral zoisite is 0.5 mm long with parallel

e,<tinction. Secondary .epidote is more common and occurs in anhedral

masses that are generally associated with the breaking down of

biotite or plagioclase during alteration. Zircon and sphene are

present in trace amounts.

Metasedimentary quartzite

Samples of metasedimentary quartzite are white,

equigranular, medium grained, with visible flakes of white mica.

Mineral constituents include quartz (757.), muscovite (5%),

potassium feldspar (20%), minor plagioclase, and trace amounts of

biotite, kaolinite and montmorillonite replacing plagioclase, plus

zircon, and epidote. ll grain outlines are corroded. The quart:

grains have coalesced into larger masses that show pronounced

undulatory extinction.

The float of quart:ite found on the study area probably

comes from quartzitic roof pendants mapped one kilometer to the

north (K. Lund, unpublished data). From the regional geologic



FiQure 10. PhotoMicrograph illu5trating biotite-Mu5covite
intergrowth3.
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mapping of the roof pendants it can be estimated that the area of

the War Eagle deposits is about 600 Meters below the original,

irregularly dipping roof of the Idaho batholith.

Porphyry dacite

Two parallel dacite porphyry dikes trend NSBE, across the

nine property about 60 meters east of the Blue Bell vein structure

(figure 9). The rock is greenish-gray with a porphyritic texture.

Rounded quartz and plagioclase phenocrysts are visible in hand

specimen. In thin section, quartz phenocrysts (2-4 mm) are

anhedral, rounded, and corroded (figure 11>. The quartz grains nay

have undergone resorption due to the change in pressure-temperature

conditions during movement between the magma chamber and the level

of emplacement (E.M. Taylor, 1985, personal communication).

Plagioclase phenocrysts have a composition of n8-l5. Grains, 1-2

mm in size, are 5ubhedral, zoned, and corroded. Replacement by

small sericite flakes and clay mineral5 (probably of the illite

group) of the grain from the rim inward is common. The more Ca-rich

core of the plagioclase phenocrysts appears the most stable.

Inclusions of subhedral biotite are present within the plagioclase

phenocrysts. The amphibole has been almost completely altered to

chlorite; crystal outlines and cleavages identify the original

amphibole grains. The amphibole is characterized by a distinct

pleochroism (tan to colorless) and a biaxial positive optic sign

that has a large 2) angle. The larger amphibole crystals (1 mn) are

more altered than the smaller ones. The chlorite that replaces the
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Figure 11. PhotoMicrograph of the porphyry dacite.
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amphiboles has an anomalous blue birefririgert color and is

associated with epidote. The groundmass consists of plagioclase

laths, amphibole, and minor amounts of orthoclase and quartz.

The texture of the original rock is obscured by a pervasive

alteration. amphibole and plagioclase have been replaced by

secondary minerals. Deuteric alteration is a common phenomenon

during the cooling of dike rocks and is the siplet explanation

for the presence of replacement features observed in the rock.

Basaltic dike

small exposure of basaltic dike crops out west of the

Rainy vein and has an approximate NSSE trend. The dark brown rock

is pervasively weathered. The texture is finegraifl porphyritic.

Euhedral to subhedral olivine phenocrysts, 1 mm in size, are

replaced at the rim by serpentine and iddingaite. There may be a

second generation of olivine crystals (0.25 mm> in the groundmass.

The absence of replacement of groundmass olivine probably denotes a

difference in the mineral composition between the phenocryst and

the groundmass phases. The rest of the matrix is composed of

microlites of plagioclase, iron oxides, and clays. The rock is

altered by deuteric alteration processes that are overprinted by

weathering processes.

Structure
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Numerous short faults are present on the War Eagle mine

property and are indicated to be normal faults by slickensides.

However, because of the relative homogeneity of the host rock, the

amount of offset could not be determined. Poles to fault planes

were plotted on a lower hemisphere equal-area Schmidt net, and the

data point5 were contoured using Kaisbeek's method (figure 12;

Davis, 1984>. The two prevailing attitudes are a N35-45E strike

with a steep northwest dip and a N55-6ø'E strike with southerly dip

between 75SE and 75NW. 1 third set is in the NlE-2øE direction.

The third set corresponds to a group of major faults in the study

area; the War Eagle fault zone is the type example. The

stereographic projection does not illustrate the structural

importance 0f this last set.

structural i'ap of the study area is provided on figure

13. Structural field relationships indicate that the attitudes

N15-20'E and N5S-6@E form a conjugate set resulting in a pattern

of horsta and grabens. The short minor faults which trend N35E are

always associated with the conjugate set; these are numerous, and

most importantly, they may bear quartz-vein material. The principal

stress directions that formed the observed structural pattern can

be interpreted on the basis of the orientations of two conjugate

faults (Davis, 1984). The stereographic determination of the

principal stress directions that developed the conjugate set

N1S-20'E and NSE-60E is represented on figure 14. From the

calculations, the stress field which formed these faults can be

oriented. The orientations of the principle stress directions are



Figure 12. Lower hemi3phere equal-area projection of polea to fault
plane5. Contour3 at 5 9 and 14 percent per 1 percent area (n22).
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contour interva's in feet

FiQure 13. Structural tap of the 5±udy areas Small black rectanle5
are vein outcrops, ODH1 and DDH2 are diamond-drill 51te.

800 feet

240 m
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defined in terms of trend and plunge: 01 plunge5 34S31W, 02

plunges 61N45E, and 0 plunges 15N50W. This results in a

shallowly plunging stress ellipsoid. The relationship of the

calculated stress field to the actual fault pattern is displayed

schematically (figure 15>. The N3S°E trending faults form

perpendicular to the tensile stress direction (0>. Tensile

fractures have commonly been reported to propagate a short distance

out from the main fault and also to carry mineral coatings (Davis,

1984>.

Joints are well developed on the property, but they are too

short and too numerous to be portrayed on the structural map. Ml

fracture planes along which no evidence of movement existed such as

slickensides were found are considered to be joints. The poles to

joint planes are plotted on a Schmidt equal-area net.(figure 16). Pt

primary set of joints trends N35E and dips steeply southeast. Pt

second set, trending NS5E and dipping steeply southeast, can be

recognized. The third separable set has a N20E trend and a

moderate dip of GØSE. Two subsets may be identified: one at N40'W,

GØNE and the other at NISW, 80SW.

Despite the abundance of joint measurements and the good

resulting cluster patterns onthe stereonet, the usefulness of the

data in interpreting stress conditions remains somewhat united.

The most probable cause of jointing is related to the local major

structural features. The stress field, which caused the faults,

will produce associated joints (Davis, 1984). Comparison between

the stereonets of the fault and joint data supports the hypothesis



Figure iS. Scheratic representation of the r-e1tion of the
calculated to the structural data.
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Figure 16. Lower heriphere equal-area projection of pole5 to joint
p.Lane5. Con±our5 at 1 2, 3 4, 5, and 8 percent per 1 percent area
(nl11).
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of related origins; all Major sets match although there are More

joint subsets present. Cooling of the host rock nay also induce

jointing. This type of non-systematic jointing is not readily

interpretable in terms of a stress field..

In the Buffalo Hump area, about 10 air kilometers to the

northwest of War Eagle, Lund (1984> observed two sets of

north-northeast and west-northwest late stage steep faults that cut

the granitic country rocks. The major set of faults at the War

Eagle property (N15-20E) is correlated with the north-northeast

set of Lund (1984>. She concluded that these faults resulted from

post-emplacement uplift of the intrusive rocks. Uplift is inferred

to a tensional 5tage in orogenic prOCesses. The calculated stress

field deterNination (figure 14 and 15) resulted in a fairly

horizontal orientation of the maximum principal stress, such as

would be expected in conditions of uplift. This hypothesis presents

a reasonable, although possibly not unique, explanation of the

structural data.

Quartz veins

The mineralization of fractures produced the precious metal

deposits at the War Eagle nine and in the neighboring mining

districts. Five veins were historically prospected in the vicinity

of the mine: the Boyce orebody, the Blue Bell vein, the Rainy vein,

the Leo's vein, and Ro's Bear vein (figure 9). Most of the work was
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done on the Boyce (Holmes, Boyce, and Porter edits, figure 9> and

Blue Bell ore bodies, and Most of the information reported by early

investigators refer to those two principal veins. Unfortunately, no

outcrop Was found, and the old tunnel5 are now caved in and

inaccessible, if at all detectable, under the vegetation. Quartz

float from previous digging and trenching were the only indication

of quartz vein occurrences. In contrast, the Rainy vein and Leo's

vein crop out but developed no historical interest. Information on

the Ro's Bear vein is limited to historic descriptions.

The Boyce and Blue Bell ore bodies occur in the War Eagle

fault zone and are sometimes referred to as the War Eagle vein. The

only information on these ore bodies that is available is the

prospecting surveys by Tolman (1918> and Bancroft (1921>, the

geological map of the workings published by Shenon and Reed (1934>,

and the geophysical data (VLF and proton magnetometer) produced by

the U.S. Bureau of Mines (Esparza and others, 1983>. The plan of

the workings (figure 17) shows that the Boyce ore body is formed of

quartz lenses. These quartz lenses are 12 to 15 meters long and

about 2 meters thick. They occur in 43SE, 70NW faults or

fractures, which are themselves in the hanging wall of the War

Eagle fault zone. t the stage of Mine development in 1934, there

were two levels; the Boyce (or upper) level was connected by a

raise to the Holmes level (40 meters below). The Boyce level was

about a hundred meters long, and the Holmes level consisted of a

main crosscut 70 Meters long with over 300 meters of dr2.fts and

short crosacuts (Shenon and Reed, 1934).
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The Blue Bell vein is located on the apex of the ridge.

Pccording to Shenon and Reed (1934), the workings consisted of a

tunnel about 90 meters long, several short crosscuts, and a number

of shallow surface cuts. The structural control for this poorly

exposed vein was acquired by field observations and interpretation

of a VLF geophysic survey (Esparza and other5, 1983). The vein

occurs between two faults of the War Eagle fault zone that trend

N5-ISW, 75SW and NSE, 65.9W.

The Rainy vein crops out at several places; the Maximum

exposed thickness is 70 centimeters. The vein strikes N30E and

dips 50 to 70NW, and appears to have formed near the intersection

of two faults. The vein is in a N35E, 70NW fault zone that stops

on the hanging wail, of a more major fault trending NXOE, 70MW.

Leo's vein was encountered at two outcrops along the

southfacing slope (figure 13). It strikes M35E and dips from

vertical at 4100 feet elevation to 75SE at 4200 feet elevation.

!ccording to Bancroft (1925) the veins dip more steeply at depth

than near the surface. Owing to the steep topography, the two

surface measurements of dip on this vein are taken at different

levels from the surface, and document this phenomenon. The vein is

less than a meter thick (figure 18) and has about 60 centimeters of

alteration in the footwall. The contact between the vein and the

host rock is a sheared zone that may be as wide as 30 centimeters.

The controlling structure is a N35E fracture near the intersection

between it and a M5S-60°E, 85SE fault.

The quartz veins described from the area of the War Eagle



Figure 18. Outcrop of Leo'5 vein.
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mine have common structural characteristics. The veins are

consistently hosted by fractures that trend N35°E and occur solely

at the intersection of these minor faults with a Major fault of the

conjugate set N20E and N60E. The veins are actually quartz lenses

(figure 17) that have a Maximum length of 15 Meters. Outcrops of

Leo's vein are exposed on a steep slope and would require trenching

to trace the extent of the quartz body. The Rainy vein pit reveal5

a fairly well exposed small lense, less than a meter long. Whatever

the size of those bodies, isolated lenses are not attractive for

mining ventures. The enechelon arrangement of several quartz lenses

provides a better exploration target and the mined ore bodies of

the War Eagle fault zone were of this type.

Subsurfac informet.g

When commercial exploration was reinitiated during 1983,

the published geological reports of the underground workings in the

abandoned War Eagle mine provided the only information on

dimension, continuity, and structure of the ore bodies. In order to

show the occurrence of more vein material and to outrine the

nineralization, a diamond-drilling program was conducted during the

summer of 1984. This was the second phase of a three-phase

exploration program.

Two drill sites were targeted on the Blue Bell vein (figure

12). The first drilling set-up (DON 1) was on top of the ridge line
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south of the War Eagle mine and the other (DON 2) was 60 meters

down the ouih-facing slope. Four holes were drilled at DON 1 and

three at DON 2. Pt total of 417 linear meters of EXT equivalent

(core of 36 mm in diameter) diamond core drilling was completed in

the seven holes. The holes were drilled from the footwall side of

the expected vein structure, and inclined between 45 and 56, in

hopes of recovering more vein material by intersecting the vein at

a low angle. From previous underground napping, it was assumed that

the vein dips steeply to the west.

The drill-core logs are presented in appendix Pt. They

reveal an intricate succession of altered and fractured zones. The

intersections of gouge zones, each only a few tens of centimeters

wide, materialize fault planes. Of four holes drilled at OOH 1,

three encountered void5. The voids probably document the presence

of unreported mine workings. Green (1984, unpublished report)

sugge5ts that the voids of holes 1 and 2 at DDH 1 occur at the

elevation of the original tunnel and were probably caused by

stoping during the original and subsequent mining operations.

Ptlthough DON 1 and DON 2 both lie on the War Eagle fault

zone, only the first meters in holes from DON 2 encountered the

zone. The fault zone is characterized by sericitization and

silicification o.f the wall rock. Quartz vein material, bounded by

gouge zones was intersected in hole S (figure 19). The quartz is

gray and fine-grained with no visible sulfides. The analysis of a

split sample resulted in a disappointing assay (sample 0832866,

appendix E). In fact, several gouge samples (sample 0510882,



FiQure 19. Core box containing the only occurrence of vein teria1
in the drill holes. The cray quartz ii pre5ent above 83.2 feet in
elevation.
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1712BBG, 0450BB2, and 0745BB1, appendix E) produced better assay

values. The intermittent presence of quartz breccias in gouge zones

(samples 1242B85 and 1414BB2) seems to indicate the past exi5tenCe

of quartz bodies that have been completely destroyed by

brecciation. Hole 7 was drilled directly under hole B but did not

intersect any quartz vein although gouge material was present at

approximately the expected depth. P vertical cr055-section in the

plane of holes B end 7 illustrates the acquired subsurface data

(figure 20).

During the diamond-drilling program, no significant vein

material was encountered, except for the short intersection of

barren quartz. The field conditions (steep slopes, difficulty of

access, etc...) did not allow the set-up of another drill site that

had been proposed in the original plan of operations and certainly

limited the overall efficiency of the investigation. Nevertheless,

the apparently negative results provide much new information on the

deposits: (1) the mine workings are more developed than was

indicated by the latest report by Shenori and Reed (1934), (2) the

lenticular forms of the quartz bodies is not supported, (3)

fragments of brecciated quartz are incorporated into gouge zones,

(4> the alteration pattern is complex, discontinuous, and

restricted to fault zones.



Figure 20. Vertical cro88-ection of the War Eagle fault zone, in
the plane of hole5 6 (B86) and 7 (BB7).
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HYOROTI4ERML ALTERATION

t1though the Mu5COVitC-biOtite granite, host rock of the

War Eagle deposits, has been affected by hydrothermal fluids, the

alteration does not follow accepted Models. Typically, alteration

assemblages around veins in granitic rocks change from fresh or

propylitically altered rocks at a distance, through an argillic

zone, to a sericitized zone adjacent to the vein. Classic studies

indicate vertical and lateral zonation patterns (Rose and Burt,

1979). Ilowever, on a small scale, patterns of the alteration zones

are more complicated, and detailed petrographic work is required

before the models can be modified according to the characteristics

of the deposits.

Fetrocraohv f. the alteration assemblaoes

Megascopic distinction of the different alteration zones

&as first carried out on the drill core, based on the dominant

alteration ninerals sericite and kaolinite. Their relative

abundances allowed the separation of three alteration :ones.

Sericitic alteration

The rock has a distinct blue-gray color in hand specimen
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due to secondary quartz flooding. In thin-sections, the abundance

of quartz, sericite, and pyrite, and the presence of calcite

veinlets are diagnostic characteristics of the sericitic

assemblage.

Both plagioclase and potassium feldspars are extensively

replaced by sericite along cleavage planes. Modal analyses (table

2) only show a systematic decrease of the plagioclase content, wLth

respect to the initial rock mineralogy (refer to table 1). Sample

WEZ2 represents a case of intense alteration and appears to display

a high K-feldspar content. The mineral assemblage is only composed

of quartz, sericite, and K-feldspar; the original texture of the

rock is completely destroyed. The anomalously high K-feldspar

content may result from the presence of abundant silica near the

vein, which stabilizes the hydrolysis:

K-feldspar + Sericite + K + quartz

The representationin volume percent of a modal analysis also

creates problems of residual accumulation effects that should not

be ignored while comparing the modal abundances of outstanding

samples to other samples.

Primary muscovite grains were still fairly stable under the

alteration conditions and constitute 0.5 to 3.0 percents of the

rock. They exhibit only minor sericite replacement at the rim.

Under the same conditions, biotite was not stable and only a few

chlorite flakes from the deuteric assemblage remain. The titanium

oxides which exsolved from biotite during the formation of

chlorite, testify to the past history of the mineral phases. Where



tv: (1% of total modal content

p: present in the rock and not in the modal content

Table 2: Modal analycis of the sericitic alteration asseblae.

L9

1532B86 186OBB6 WEO6 EO9 WE13 WE22

Uuartz 35 30 30 29 34 46

Plaqiaclase 32 34 34 36 32 tr

K. Feldspar 2 21 17 18 18 32

$uscovite tr tr 1 tv 3 tr

Apatite p p p p - -
Zircon - - - - - -
Sphene - - - - - -
thiorite tr - - 1 tv -
Epidote p - p p - -
Oxides tr tv tr tr(1 tr -
Pyrite tv 1 tv tv tv tv

Hydromuscovite tv tr tv tr tr

Montuorillonite tr - - tv - -
kaolinite tv - tv 1 tr tv

Sericite 9 8 15 13 12 20

Calcite - 4 - - - -

Total points 772 767 824 785 774 836



epidote is present, it is associated with pyrite and sericite.

Sericite is the predominating alteration mineral in the

sericitic zone; abundances average between 10 and 20 percent. Clay

minerals are scarce; however, traces of montmorillonite and

kaoljnjte are recorded. The occurrence of calcite, usually in

veinlets, is very characterictic (figure 21). Pyrite comprises 0.5

to 1.0 percent of the rock. The crystals form euhedral grains, 0.5

mm in diameter, that are commonly concentrated along fractures with

sericite and some minor chlorite. The association of pyrite with

sericite probably results from the combination of the sulfur

introduced by the hydrothermal fluids with the iron liberated

during the reduction of chlorite to sericite.

Argillic alteration

The granite, where affected by argillic alteration, is

bleached. Clays are visible megascopically and the texture of the

rock is friable. In thin sections, the primary texture of the

granitic country rock is generally destroyed. The new rock is a

breccia composed of altered angular fragments of the original rock

embedded in a clay matrix.

Fragments of plagioclase grains are partially replaced by

clay minerals. Quartz and microcline are fractured but remain

unaltered. Muscovite is usually deformed and 5lightly hydrated.

Primary biotite appears to be at its stability limit. There is an

inverse relationship between the amounts of clay minerals an

biotite in the modal analyses (table 3). Accessory minerals such as
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Figure 21. Photomlcrograph documenting the effect of lnten5e
5ericitizetion.
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1210B86 1240E82

Quartz 42 24

K.Feldspar 17 6
iscovite 1 -
patite p -

Zircon tv tv
Sphene p -
Ihlorite 1 tv
Epidote - -
Oxides tv tv
Pyrite tv -
Hydrosuscovite -
t4ont.orillonite tv 1

Kaolinite 35 56

Sericite 3 2

Total points 777 592

tr: (1% of total modal content
p: present in the rock not in the modal content

Table 3: Modal analysis of the argillic alteration assemblage.
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zircon (0.1 mm) and apatite (0.3 mm) remain intact despite the

alteration episodes. Chlorite is present in trace amounts (17.) but

is not a mineral that formed during the argillic alteration.

Euhedral pyrite crystals, which are generally oxidized into

hematite and lir,onite, are present in small amounts.

X-ray diffraction techniques were applied to deter-mine the

clay mineralogy of the breccia matrix assemblage. The procedures

involve the modification of the clay structure by swelling in

atmospheres of controlled humidity, in vapors of organic liquids,

and by heating at different temperatures. The analytical technique

is presented in appendix B and a representative chart series for a

gouge sample is reproduced on figure 22.

The X-ray analysis indicated the presence of a smectite,

probably a monimorillonite, of kaolinite and of sericite in the

breccia matrix. Observation of thin sections confirmed the

diagnosis and revealed habits of the analyzed clays. Masses of

montmorillonite replace plagioclase. The second-order birefringence

and brownish color of the montmorillonite are distinctive

characteristics. <aolinite occurs in small crystals about 0.01 mm

in size and has first-order low birefringence and low relief.

Kaolinite and montmorillonite both replace plagioclase feldspar but

alteration to kaclinite results ins destructive overprinting of

the rock texture. Sericite flakes are common in the matrix of the

breccia; two generations may be present. The kind of sericite that

replaces plagioclase grains along cleavage planes in the sericitic

assemblage remains when the ho5t plagioclase is totally replaced by
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kaolinite. The birefringence color of that sericite is lower than

normal and the outlines of the flakes not very sharp. Sericite also

produces 1-10 mm-long shreds, with a strong second-order

birefringence, that are oriented on the shearing direction of the

rock and do not exhibit any evidence of the presence of a host

mineral. The difference between the two 5ericite generat10fl5 P1SY

reflect a retrograde alteration from sericitic to argilltc,

degrading the sericite formed during sericitization and forming new

sericite shreds that are in harmony with the argillic alteration

environment.

The textures of the breccia seem to indicate at least two

superimposed episodes of hydrothermal alteration and brecciation.

The episodes can be separated by different mineral assemblages and

overprinting relationships. Composite fragments of angular quartz,

some microcline, euhedral zircon, aericite, and "clean' kaolinite

testify to a first episode of hydrothermal alteration that had a

relatively high intensity. This early breccia has been reworked

into coarser fragments embedded in a matrix that predominantly

consists of montmorillonite and sericite. s determined by the

X-ray analyses, the amount of keolinite relative to montnorillonite

varies from 1:9 to 4:1. The ratio seems controlled by the distance

to the fluid channel structure. The samples that are farthest from

a fault zone have the most preserved granitic texture and the

lowest kaolinite:montmorillonite ratio. Drilling through the War

Eagle fault zone disclosed an inner zone rich in kaolinite, and an

outer zone rich in montmorillonite within the argillic alteration
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envelope.

In summary, the argillic zones encountered in faulted zones

exhibit a progressive decrease of the kaolinite:rnOfltmorillOflite

ratio and a less pronounced brecciation away from those zones.

lower-grade montmorillonite-rich alteration reworked the earlier

keolinitic breccia.

Outer argillic zone

This alteration assemblage is characterized chiefly by the

intact granitic texture, compared with the main argillic zone

assemblage (figure 23). The petrography of the outer-argillic zone

is basically the same as that described above but because of the

brecciated nature of the main argillic zone, the affects of

alteration are less intense in the outer-argillic zone (table 4).

Plagioclase in the country rock granite is generally

clouded with approximately 2 percent montmorillonite and, in

places, with kaolinite.. Plagioclase grains, which are present in

myrmekite, have an albitic composition that is more resistant to

kaolinite replacement than the rest of the plagioclase crystals.

alkali feldspar is not affected by alteration. Biotite is

completely chioritized. Where small (0.25-0.50 mm) euhedral

crystals of pyrite occur, they are associated with sericite in

microfractures. Moat of the pyrite has been oxidized during

secondary oxidation processes. Crosscutting fractures are commonly

coated with opaque masses that are probably manganese oxides.



Figure 23. Photornicrogreph of a contact between the argillic
breccia on the left and the outer-argijlic alteration zone on the
right.
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tr: (1% of total modal content

p: present in the rock axI not in the eodal content

Table 4: Modal analysis of the outer-argillic alteration assenbiaQe.
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WEO1 OSOOBB4 19118B4 1680BB4 2000BB4 1718B84 1370886 09908B6

Quartz 36 25 32 34 32 32 28 28

Plaqioclase 37 37 41 36 39 41 34 41

K. Feldspar 19 23 18 17 19 18 19 17

Muscovite 4 2 2 4 3 tr tr 3

Biotite 3 2 p - - -
Apatite p p tr tr - p

Zircon tr - - - - p

Sphene - - p - tr - - -
Dilorite - tr 2 3 2 4 4 2

Epidote p - tr - p p p -
Oxides - 2 2 tr tr 1 2 2

Pyrite - tr p tr - tr - -
Hydrosuscovite tr - tr tr - tr tr tr

Montuorillonite p 2 tr 2 1 - 2 -
Kaolinite - 3 tr - - 1 6 tr

Sericite 2 3 1 3 2 2 5 6

Total points 726 649 152 584 793 429 749



Patterns of alteration zones

The alteration envelopes developed around the War Eagle

deposits do not conform to the classical zoning pattern that has

been observed associated with many veins in grariltic rock5 (Meyer

and Henley, 1967>. tt the War Eagle deposits, the alteration zones

are irregular, discontinuous, and not extensive.

Mthough the sericitic alteration zones occur along other

fault structures as well, they are always present where quartz vein

material occurs. The zone of sericitization is limited to within 10

meters of a fault structure. The zones of argillic alteration are

the most connon and confined to fault zones. Drill-hole data, as

illustrated by figure 20, revealed the pre5ence of many short

argillic alteration zones corresponding to fault planes. Tentative

correlations between drill holes indicate that the argillic zones

cross cut the sericitic alteration zones. sketch of the

alteration pattern interpreted fror'i subsurface information1 for the

Blue Bell vein area, is presented on figure 24. The argillic

alteration is confined to the sane faults and fractures as the

sericitic alteration; this suggests that both fluids followed the

same channel ways. The hydrothermal solutions that produced the

main argillic zones affected the adjacent host rock more mildly and

produced this less intense outer-argillic zone. This type of mild

alteration may have an outer-extent of 30-50 meters from the fault

structure. The physical boundary between argillic and
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Figure 24. Sketch croee-eection of the alteretion envelope of the

War Eagle fault zone, interpreted from the 5ubeurface date in the

Blue Bell area.
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outer-argillic zones has been observed to be sharp because the

main argillic zone occurs in strongly brecciated rocks, as

illustrated in figure 23.

Stability of alteration minerals

The mineral assemblages de5Cribed above result from

stability relationships established within different chemical

environments. Mineral 5tabilitiee are illustrated by the variation

diagram (figure 25). The samples selected are typical examples of

the alteration types.

Plagioclase is the least stable of the major rock-forming

minerals. The complete destruction of the plagioclase in the main

argillic zone is compensated by the increase in the modal amount of

kaolinite. In the aericitic zone, a decrease of about 25 percent in

modal plagioclase is associated with an increase in total sericite

and minor clay contents that together amount to 20 percent of the

rock. The amount of sericite in the sericitic zone represents the

pervasive replacement of all primary minerals except quartz.

Secondary quartz in the form of irregular stringers is only found

in areas of intense sericitic alteration. Biotite, which had

undergone some chioritization during deuteric processes, becones

completely unstable under the conditions of the outer-argillic

zone. Chlorite and muscovite remain until an environment of extreme

seritization is reached.
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Henley and Jones (1964> established that hydrogen-ion

metasoriatism, or hydrolysis, controls the stability of feldapsrs,

clays, and micas. This also characterizes the chemical environment

of phyllic alteration, which includes both the sericitic and

argillic alterations considered here. The system <2O-i12O3-SiM2-H2O

(figure 26> illustrates the kind of reactions that nay have been

responsible for the alteration assemblages present at War Eagle.

Potassium feldspar, sericite, and keolinite become successively

stable with increasing temperature and with increasing a(K+>/a(H+)

ratio in the hydrothermal fluid. The transition between the

sericite and keolinite fields was observed in thin section and

described in the argillic assemblage as a retrograde effect on the

sericite. The chemistry and petrographic observations confirm the

crosscutting relationships that suggested that the sericitic

alteration preceded the argillic alteration in time.

tlteration ceochenistry

Surface and core samples were analysed for 31 element5 by a

size-step d.c.-arc optical emission spectrographic method (Grimes

and Marranzir,o, 1968). Values are listed in appendix C. ll

analyses were performed at the U.S. Geological Survey laboratory in

Golden, Colorado, by T. Hopkins.

From the 31 initially analysed elements, only 23 gave

positive results, of which there are three major elements: iron,
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Table 5; verage abundances of some of the elements analysed for each
alteration zone.

Deuteric Outer-argillic Argillic Sericitic

Fe 0.7 (0.6) 0.8 (0.8) 1.0 (1.2) 0.7 (0.6)

Mg 0.14 (0.12) 0.17 (0.35) 0.25 (0.33) 0.15 (0.16)

Ca -. 0.57 0.37 0.28 0.17

Ti 0.07 (0.06) 0.07 (0.07) 0.07 (0.08) 0.06 (0.06)

256 305 697 237

Ag 0.1 0.5 0.8 0.6 -

B 14 27 38 37

Ba 794 (729) 766 (700) - 779 (850) 827 (825)

Be 3 3 5 3

Cu 15 (12) - 16 (11) 14 (9) 23 (26)

-La 19 (19) 21 (22) 22 (25) 20 (18)

Nb 2 2 4 - 1

Pb 19 (19) 22(21) 784 (32) 26 (23)

Sr 356 326 270 271

Y 14 (41) 8 (13) 14 (9) 3 (4)

Zn 0 33 75 0

Zr 31 33 42 34
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magnesium, and calcium; one minor element: titanium; and the rest

various trace elements. Variations of element associations with the

different alteration assemblages were investigated. tverage

abundances for some of the elements analyzed for each alteration

zone are presented on table S. The values in parentheses come from

the 39 samples, out of a total of 97, that were assigned to a zone

after observation of thin-sections. These samplee often exhibit a

more pertinent variation than the whole statistical population.

The calcium concentration is directly correlative with the

plagioclase content of the rock (table 1 and 2). The stability of

feldspars is largely controlled by the Ca2+/H+ activity ratio of

the hydrothermal fluids. In both sericitic and argillic

alterations, hydroQen ione have been exchanged for calcium. One

sample of the sericitic zone was voluntarily omitted from the

calculation because of the presence of calcite stringers that

amount to a 1.5 percent calcium value. The presence of calcite

veinlets that produced a high calcium content in the rock

illustrates the fact that the calcium leached from the rock can be

stabilized with CO2, possibly from the fluids, in the sericitic

zone. The destruction of feldepars is also portrayed in the

variations of strontium and barium concentrations. Because

strontium replaces either potassium or calcium, it is present in

both plagioclase and potassium feldspars. Cónsepuently, the

decreasing Sr content is a function of the destruction of both

feldepars. Barium is released like strontium but it is taken up

easily in the illite (sericite) lattice. Certainly, the net
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increase of Ba content in the sericitic zone reflects the

replacement of feldepars by sericite.

Beryllium and boron show a good correlation due to their

common concentration in the residual phases of the magnetic

sequence. Muscovite is a preferred host mineral for these elements.

The relative enrichment of beryllium in the argillic zone

corresponds to the residual accumulation effect of primary

muscovite in the rock.

The same residual accumulation effect operated for the

elements associated with the accessory minerals. Ppatite is broken

up and damaged in the aericitic assemblage, whereas it is still

intact in the argillic assemblage. The variations of yttrium,

lanthanum, and niobium which are incompatible elements entering the

apatite crystal-lattice, are consistent with the petrographic data

(tables 1, 2, 3, and 4). Likewise, zircon is resistant throughout

much of the alteration process and is represented by the zirconium

concentration.

The general category of oxides is reported in the modal

analyses (tables 1, 2, 3, and 4). Chemical analyses reveal the5e to

be both manganese and iron oxides. The iron content is highest in

the argillic zones and especially in the gouge zones. Cobalt and

nickel are known to substitute for ferrous iron. However, no good

correlation existed between them and total iron. Most of the iron

must then be in the oxidized form. Oxidation-reduction reactions

also play an important role in the solubility of manganese. The

oxidized form is highly insoluble at intermediate pH. t lou pH or
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very high pH, leaching of manganese oxides is favored. The presence

of both manganese and ferric iron is characteristic of a neutral

oxidizing environment. There are two possibilities for the

accumulation of these phases. residual accumulation, after

supergene action along the faults, would resemble the processes

that form gossans. In the second case, the accumulation would be

syngenetic, in which a relatively acidic and reducing environment

would mobilize the metals, Deposition in. the second model could

occur at the mixing with oxygenated surface waters, for example.

The fact that these oxides, manganese and iron, occur in stringers

and on fracture planes seem to indicate a late supergene

deposition.

It is interesting to note the lack of variation in titanium

content. The sericitic assemblage appears to retain most of the

initial titanium under the form of rutile needles that remain after

the replacement of chlorite by sericite.

In general, the argillic assemblage seems to be relatively

enriched in a variety of elements. The argillic zone is unique with

respect to silver, lead, and zinc; the average values do not

reflect the actual distribution. In fact, the abrupt increases are

caused by the exceptional concentration of those elements in only a

few samples. However, since these metals are always found in

association with each other, this association could reflect the

geochemical signature of the vein material. The possible presence

of unrecognized, sheared quartz lenses in gouge material migrt

result in the four-fold association of ag-Pb-Cu-Zn that is found in



5OMC sar',ple5; thi5 assemblage may indicate the previous existence

of ore composed of those elements. Copper is the only ore metal

that is normally enriched in values from the sericitic zone.

Because no cuprous minerals are found, the copper is probably

located in the pyrite lattice.
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MINERALIZMION

The War Eagle deposits were valued for their gold content,

although silver and the base metals, copper, lead, and zinc make up

most of the ore. anomalously high values for gold, lead, and

arsenic were recorded in the soil over all the known vein

occurrences.

Soil aeochemiatrv

Four hundred eighty-eight soil samples were collected at

IS-meter Intervals on a grid that was surveyed during the 1993

exploration phase. The 8-horizon of soils is normally the zone of

accumulation of elements in a profile and is preferentially sampled

during soil surveys. Unfortunately, soils are not well developed in

the study area, and the C-horizon had to be sampled where the

B-horizon was non-existent. Samples were usually taken 20-30

centimeters below the surface. Trace element analyses of lead,

arsenic, and gold by atomic absorption method were performed by H.

Bichler of the CHEMEX LIBS Ldt, Vancouver, British Columbia. Values

are listed in appendix D. ny observation greater than two standard

deviations above the mean was defined as possibly anomalous (Koch

and Link, 1970>. The mean, the standard deviation, and the
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Au (ppb) As (ppm) Pb (ppm)

n480 n472 n488

mean = 30 mean 7 mean = 9

s.dev 109 s.dev 34 5.dev = 10

ano 247 ano. 74 ano. = 29

=flflflfl === = ====_= ==

Table 6. Statistical calculations of the trace element

concentrations in the soil samples (n:number of samples,

a.dev:atandard deviation, and ano:anomalous value)
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Gold, silver, lead, and copper are the most valuable metals
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calculated anomalous values are presented on table 6.

Maps of the geochemical anomalies for each element were

prepared. Gravity movement of 50115 down the steep slopes may have

produced some secondary dispersion of elements. t slight amount of

displacement might have distorted the shape of the anomalies from

an expected M35E original trend to the dounslope direction.

inomalously high values for' the three elements were recorded over

all the known vein occurrences. In several cases, one element gave

a more pronounced geochemical signature than the other two. Gold

anomalies were best developed over the Blue Bell and Leo's veins.

Pt the Rainy vein and Ro's Bear vein, lead anomalies were best

developed. Despite the different dispersion patterns, the areas of

anomalously high values for gold, lead, and arsenic overlap. Figure

27 is a geochemical map on which the coincident areas of gold,

lead, and arsenic anomalies are superimposed. The aim of the

detailed soil survey was to determine the location and dimension of

areas with anomalously high values of ore metals. The location of

the quartz veins in the vicinity of the War Eagle mine was already

known. Only one area, labelled * on the map, developed anomalously

high values that did not correspond to a known mineralized area and

remain to be interpreted.

Metal con±e#
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CONTOUR INTERVALS IN FEET

Fiçure 27. nom1ou1y high value5 of gold, lead, and arsenic in
5oile.
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that have been recovered from the War Eagle mine in the pa5t.

Historic records of the production disclose average grades of 6.41

ppm for gold, 2S.47 ppm for silver, 220 ppm for copper, and 760 ppm

for lead (Esparza and others, 1983). Data from soil geochemistry

and from u-tg fire assays on core samples from the drill holes and

on quartz samples from the surface were generated during the

renewed exploration activity in an attempt to establish the

economic appraisal of the property.

Drill-core samples selected for assays are from gouge and

argillic zones because the association of brecciated quartz with

gouge zones had suggested a spatial relationship between those

zones and quartz bodies. The assay values are listed in appendix E,

and are illustrated by figure 28. average grades from these gouge

and alteration samples are 0.32 ppm for gold with values between

0.10 and 2.26 ppm, and 2.23 ppm for silver with values between 0.34

and 8.57 ppm. P correlation is apparent between the two elements.

The low correlation coefficient is caused by the anomalously high

gold content of two samples (0450862 and 0510BB2, appendix E).

These samples did not exhibit any particularity that would have

suggested a high gold content.

Float was sampled in the vicinity of collapsed pits and

adits over the Blue Bell vein located between the Boyce shaft and

the Blue Bell tunnel (figures 13 and 27). Gold and silver values

average 12.24 ppm and 68.64 ppm respectively, with high values of

80.40 ppm and 259.20 ppm and low values of 0.82 ppm and 6.17 ppm.

Despite the total 113 assay results, no average grade can
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Au (ppm) Ag (ppm) Sample source

12.24 68.64 Quartz float, Blue Bell vein

0.32 2.23 Altered granite, drill holes

0.30 Soil geochemistry

6.41 25.47 Historical grade

(Esparza and others, 1983)

Relationshig. of auartz textures to vein formation

Quartz is the prominent gangue mineral in the veins.

Observations in the field and study of hand specimens and thin
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be deduced for evaluation of the deposit. The lack of exposure and

access to the veins imposed a selectivity of the sampling

procedures. The core samples represent selected zones of country

rock. The quartz float samples had been left on site after previous

mining activities, and thus represent a population of relatively

low-grade sulphide-bearing vein material. An estimation of the

grade of the quartz lenses requires representative sampling of the

total body, from barren to high-grade sulfide-bearing vein

material. A summary of the averages obtained from the different

rock types is provided below:
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sections revealed aspects of the formation of the veins which are

expressed in the textures that developed. tt the scale of the

outcrop, no evidence of open-space filling process is apparent. The

emplacement was rather by replacement processes. Leo's vein

illustrates the incorporation of altered granitic blocks within the

vein material by stoping and replacement processes (figure 29).

Two generations of quartz, described as coarsely

crystalline quartz and fine cross-cutting quartz veinlets, were

noticed by Toli'ien (1918>. Tolman observed that the veinlets are

always filled with broken quartz fragments, which have been

recemented by a minute quartz mosaic, and that these veinlets are

more numerous and the crushing of the older quartz is more

prominent in areas where sulfide minerals are hosted.

These generations of quartz have been recognized in thin

sections. The early quartz is massive, coarse-grained (5 mm), and

milky white. The grains are strained and commonly brecciated. Fluid

inclusions are numerous and mostly occur as secondary inclusions

along microfractures. The size of the inclusions varies between 2.6

and 5 microns; this small size made a fluid inclusion study

impossible. Nevertheless, observation of the fluid inclusions

revealed the presence of a second generation of quartz that forms

quartz overgrowths around original grains. The second generation of

quart: is limited to the rims of grains and to cross-cutting

fractures. Subhedral carbonate crystals occur in these

cross-cutting fractures. third generation of quartz is also

confined to fractures and stringers, but is distinct from the other
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Figure 29. Replacement texturee developed in Leo's vein.
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two types of quartz. It is very fine-grained (smaller than .ø25

mm), gray, and translucent. These minute quartz grains are rounded

and have irregular, indistinct contacts. This type of quartz is

referred to as microsaccharoid (Bonnemaison, 1985, personnel

communication>. The microsaccharoid quartz constitute5 a

microcrystalline cement for the older quartz fragments that were

brecciated within the fractures.

The textures exhibited by the quartz matrix of the

veins have been produced by a series of breccietion events. The

first generation of quartz has undergone events that fragmented and

strained the quartz grains and allowed the formation of numerous

secondary fluid inclusions. The quartz overgrowth during the next

generation of quartz suggests a relatively stagnant

silica-saturated fluid that flooded the vein system. Precipitation

of carbonates took place in minute open spaces. Shearing events

fragmented the quartz again, and a last generation of

microsaccharoid quartz cemented the fragments. Crystallization of

the bulk of the sulfide minerals accompanied this episode and

formation of the veins was terminated. Tolman (1918) did not

ob5erve the crossing of sulfides by quartz veinlets although he

observed that later events further brecciated the quartz bodies.

The microsaccharoid quartz has the characteristics of a

catacla5tiC quartz. Mylonitization of the primary quartz during

intense shearing along the War Eagle fault should be considered as

a cause for the formation of this third type of quart:. Bonnemaison

(1985, persormal communication> suggests that during the
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deformation of quartz bodies within shear zones, cataclastic quartz

or silica gel may be formed and sulfide minerals may be

remobilized. Sulfides precipitating in a silica gel Form

characteristic euhedral grains in diffuse clouds. In contrast,

sulfides associated with cataclastic quartz occur as anhedral

grains along small fissures; this appears to be the case in the

quartz observed during this study.

The presence of microsaccharoid quartz may be related to

the metal content in the veins. Bonnemaison (198S, personnel

communication) suggests that the finer the quartz, the better the

trap for ore. The Rainy vein and Leo's vein display brecciation

events but not the formation of pervasive microsaccharoid quartz as

in the War Eagle quartz bodies. tctually, the relative attraction

of the oldtime prospectors towards the veins that occur inside the

War Eagle fault zone may indicate that these were indeed the

richest veins.

Mineralocv and paraqenesis

The samples selected for polished sections tere collected

on the War Eagle mine dump. Pyrite, chalcopyrite, galena,

sphalerite, freiber'gite, and some minor covellite are the ore

minerals present.

first generation of pyrite is associated with the

first-stage coarse-grained quartz described earlier. This pyrite
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usually occurs in well-developed crystals (S mm) clustered

irregularly throughout massive quartz. The second generation of

pyrite is associated with the microsaccharoid quartz also discussed

in the previous section, and is contemporaneous with chalcopyrite

and qalena. Pyrite, chalcopyrite, and galena fill microfractures in

the shattered massive quartz. The second-stage pyrite forms small

subhedral crystals (1 mm) that May contain a few blabs of

chalcopyrite and galena. Neither chalcopyrite nor galena developed

crystal faces during the fissure-filling process.

Sphalerite exhibits contradicting textures in relation with

the other minerals. In some places, sphalerite is anhedral and

characteristically contains inclusions of chalcopyrite that are

oriented in rows. Many small veinlets have symmetrical textures, in

which galena forms the rim and ephalerite in the center; this

suggests an early deposition of galena followed by a reopening and

introduction of sphalerite. Most commonly, sphalerite and galena

are found in intimate intergrowths that result from

co-precipitation. Finally, Beckwith (1928) reported veinlets of

intergrown chalcopyrite and galena cutting sphalerite. Ml these

textures are reasonable if galena and chalcopyrite started to

crystallize before sphalerite and continued to crystallize after

the precipitation of sphalerite had ceased.

Tetrahedrite was recorded by most previous workers (Tolman,

1918; Beckwith, 1928>. Tetrahedrite and tennantite form a

solid-solution series from which it is difficult to determine the

specific variety. Here, the association tends More towards
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argentiferous minerals than towards antimony or arsenic minerals;

the tetrahedrite-like mineral is thus more likely to be freibergite

(Picot, 1982). The freibergite grains are anhedral with a

grey-white color appearing darker than galena and lighter than

sphalerite. Inclusions of chalcopyrite and galena are common.

Freibergite embays all pre-existing minerals and is mostly

associated with galena. However, chalcopyrite also cross cuts

freibergite; this indicates precipitation of chalcopyrite over a

longer period of time than freibergite.

The occurrence of covellite is minor relative to the other

sulfides. Tolmart (1918> considered it to be a secondary mineral

that is only seen in 5pecimens showing incipient oxidation.

Native gold was not observed microscopically. Tolman (1918)

investigated the question of location of the precious metals in the

mineral asseMblage. He isolated gold by heating polished sections

to or near to the melting of galena. From this artificial

exsolution technique, he suggested that sphalerite, chalcopyrite,

and galena all carry gold in solid solution. He concluded that

chalcopyrite is probably the richest in gold.

Relative paragenetic relations between the ore minerals

were used to construct the generalized, relative paragenetic

sequence shown in figure 30. Two stages of ore deposition,

separated by brecciatior events, are apparent. Thi5 paragenesis 15

in general agreement with the conclusions of Beckwith (1928) but

departs from the interpretations of Tolmen (1918). Based on the

evidence of galena-sphalerite intergrowths, this study does not
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microsaceharoid

FiQura 30. Paragoneeje of the ore Unera1s in the War Ea1e
depos its.



fevor the exi5tence of a gap between the depo5ition of galena and

the other 5ulfidee.



40F'trI39Ar GEOCHRONOLOGY

The age of the alteration and mineralization at War Eagle

was investigated by the 40Pr/39r age-spectrum technique. Two

samples were collected in the study area. Sample WEOO9 is a

representative sample of sericitic alteration related to the Rainy

vein. Sample WEB4-1 is a sulfide-bearing quartz vein sample from

the War Eagle mine dump. Sericite (or fine-grained muscovite> is

the potassium-bearing mineral present in both analysed samples.

The samples were crushed, pulverized, and washed. Heavy

liquids, Magnetic separation, and paper friction were further

applied to obtain purified Mineral separates. Splits of about 0.1

gram of sericite were irradiated for 30 hours at a power level of 1

megawatt at the U.S. Geological Survey TRIG reactor. Samples were

then analysed for 40r/39r by the incremental heating technique,

using a gas-source mass spectrometer at the U.S. Geological Survey

isotope laboratory, Reston, Virginia. The procedures followed are

fully presented by Snee and others (1985> in an open-file report.

The age data with corresponding spectra for both samples

are shown on figures 31 and 32. Decay constants and isotopic

abundances used in the calculations are those recommended by

Steiger and Jger (1977>. Each horizontal line represents a

temperature increment of the experiment. The derived plateau ae

spectra display partial argon loss experienced by the mineral after
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Figure 32. ige data and corresponding spectruM for the sericite of
the vein.
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crystallization. The 4OAr/39Ar ratio should ultimately reach a

plateau corresponding to the time of initial cooling. The time of

initial cooling is the closest estimate of the time of

crystallization that can be obtained with argon dating techniques.

At that specific time, the mineral cooled to a temperature,

commonly called the closure temperature, at which loss of 4OAr by

diffusion becomes negligible compared to the rate of accumulation.

The characteristic closure temperature for muscovite is about 325C

at a best-cooling rate and bout 270C at a slower rate (Snee and

others, in press>.

For the two samples analyzed, the data do not form perfect

plateaus. The maximum teMperature applied to achieve complete argon

release is used to calculate the oldest date (Tmax of the spectra>.

This oldest date calculated is only a minimum age for the deposit.

Resulting dates are 71.7 0.4 m.y. for the sericite of the vein

and 71.0 ± 0.4 m.y. for the ser'icite of the alteration. Considering

analytical errors, the gap of 0.05 r.y. between the two ages is

insignificant; the dates are close enough to be overlapping in

time. More analyses would be necessary to determine whether the

sericitic alteration and the vein formation actually bear different

ages.

Both patterns illustrate argon-loss events. The argon

release at the lowest e><perimental temperatures is the remaining

proof that some diffusion and rearrangement of the trapped gas has

occurred within the mineral. The amount of argon loss is a function

of the crystallographical characteristics of each individual
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sericite, as well as of the temperature. In fact, the two different

sericites gave different responses in argon release (figures 31 and

32). maximum estimate of the age of argon loss is the youngest

date calculated (Tmin of the spectra). maximum estimate of when

that thermal event occurred is between SB and Si m.y.; it could

have been long-lived at relatively low temperature (270CC) or

short-lived at higher temperature (326C)

The War Eagle deposits, dated between 71.7 ± 0.4 n.y. and

71.0 0.4 m.y. belong to the group of Cretaceous deposits

identified in the Buffalo Hump district by Lund and others (1986),

and dated at 71.0 ± 0.4 n.y.. Formation of the deposits followed

the emplacement and cooling of the muscovite-biotite granite pluton

of the Idaho batholith, dated at 73 't.y. (Lund and others,1985>.

However, unlike the quartz veins of the Buffalo Hump, art event(s)

has affected the deposit after its formation.



CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HYDROTHERMAL FLUIDS

In the last decade, many investigations have focused on the

problem of the source of ore solutions. Today, the knowledge of

that origin is fundamental to any theory of ore deposition and to

any genetic model of a particular ore deposit.

Theories possible sources .f jt. hydrothermal fluids

Natural waters have been classified into meteoric, oceanic,

connate, metamorphic, and magpietic, and each of them seems to

characterize distinct types of ore deposits. Actually, it s

commonly reported that a variety of waters were present in the ore

fluids at different times.

The geological setting 0f the deposits considered in this

study falls in the category of the classical hydrothermal deposits.

The possible origins of the fluids may be magnetic or meteoric.

Oceanic waters are not considered for the genesis of hydrother'ial

fluids in continental igneous rocks. The roof pendants in the

batholith would be the only source of connate or metamorphic

waters; their effect is probably negligible.

The close association of certain ore deposits with hydrous

felsic magmás has been noted for a long time. The foremost example
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is the case of porphyry copper deposits spatially related to

porphyritic rocks of (usually> quartz-monzonitic composition. The

genetic relationship between mineralization and the processes that

operate during the generation, emplacement, and solidification of

those hydrous felsic magmas is still a topic of investigation.

The granite host rock of the tdar Eagle deposit5 15 not

porphyritic, but the same muscovite-biotite granite phase of the

atlanta lobe has been observed to be porphyritic in places

(Hyndr'ean, 1983). Moreover, muscovite, a common hydrous Mineral, is

present. Because Muscovite crystallizes as a primary phase from a

water-saturated magma (excess H+ present or Pwater>Ptotal) the

presence of a magmatic aqueous phase is required at the time of

crystallization.

Burnham (1967) generalized that a water-rich phase will

almost certainly separate from a felsic magma at some time in the

magmatic cooling history. This will happen when the equilibrium

partial pressure of H20 in the melt exceeds the total confining

pressure. In this case, the nature of the source rock and the

processes of magma generation and emplacement can be critically

related to ore deposits.

In 1981, Burnham integrated his idea (8urnham, 1967) with

the theories of plate tectonic. Before descent of oceanic crust

along the subduction zone, water occurs (1> in interstitial pores

of the sediments and in fractures and vesicles of oceanic basalt

and (2> as hydroxyl ions in clays within the sediments and in

chioritic minerals or serpentine within the basalt. Amphibolite
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fades metamorphism subsequently traps water as hydroxyl ions

mainly in hornblende. During partial melting of these mafic

amphibolites of typical oceanic tholeiite composition in the upper

part of the subducting plate, the water, which at that point

becomes magmatic by definition is released.

The conditions of emplacement of the Idaho batholith are

still debated. The presence of a subduction zone is yet to be

proven. However, the fact that the magma had to be water 5aturated

at some time in the cooling history of the granite is documented by

the presence of muscovite (figure 33). The granitic intrusion

represents a plausible source of magmatic water, as well as a

plausible source of heat necessary to drive a meteoric convective

circulation.

The presence of meteoric water in the hydrothermal fluids

is associated with models for forming gold-silver deposits under

epithermal conditions. Those deposits are typically associated with

volcanic rocks and the paragenetic relationships are characteristic

of low temperature conditions. In theory, any leaching of a host

rock by heated meteoric water can concentrate metals and form a

deposit. tt the War Eagle mine, the host rock and the heat-driving

source is the granite. Evidence for the presence of a meteoric

convective cell are lacking (no explosion breccia features>.



F1;ure 33. PhotoNicroQrph 111utrating the reeorption undergone by
PtuacoVi t.
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Oxygen and hydrogen isotope geochemistry are tools applied

to unravel the problem of the source of the hydrothermal fluids.

The hydrogen and oxygen isotopic COMpO5itiOn of various natural

waters is portrayed on the following two figures (figures 34 and

35). Magmatic water has isotopically equilibrated with igneous

rocks or magma at magmatic temperatures (Sheppard and others,

1969>. Meteoric water that has been involved in the atmospheric

cycle has isotopic compositions that correspond to the equation of

a straight line, the meteoric water line (table 7, Craig, 1961).

The isotopic composition of present-day ocean water is exceedingly

uniform and is used as the isotopic standard (SMOW> for oxygen and

hydrogen stable isotopes. also represented on figure 34 is the

composition of sedimentary kaojjnjte in modern soils; this is the

kaolinite line (table 7; Savin and Epstein, 1970). The parallelism

of the meteoric water and the kaclinite lines illustrates the

isotopic exchange of hydrogen and oxygen during weathering

processes in rocks. The distribution of some isotopic compositions

(figure 34), demonstrate the usefulness of hydrogen and oxygen

isotope geochemistry in attempting to solve problems of the origin

of the fluids.

Oxygen isotopic analyses were performed on four of the

drill core samples. Three of these were whole-rock samples that are

selected to represent the different alteration assemblages that

developed at War Eagle. One analysis was on a chip sample of barren

quartz taken from the only occurrence of vein material in the drill

core. Extraction of oxygen and subsequent analyses were made by



Oxygen isotope ratio:

R
ô18/160 =(_E - 1) 1000

RsMow

Fractionation factor:

R/R (eq. 2)

518O - 6'80b (eq. 3)

1000 Lnct
= ta-b

18O - d'80b (eq. 4)

Meteoric Water Line:

6D = 8 18O + 10 (eq. 5)

Kaolinite Line:

5D = 7.6 18 - 220 (eq. 6)

ThbIe 7. MthemticI epre5ion of ba8ic ocygen jeotope
nott lone.

with R = 180/160 (eq. 1)
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J.T. Chesley, at the Isotope Geology Laboratory of the University

of Wisconsin, Madison. The data are presented in terms 180

notation with units in permil (figures 34 and 35). The mathematical

expressions of the notations are given in table 7. The conventional

zero standard reference is SMOW and the
518Q values simply

represent relative deviations from SMOW.

The measured 6180 value for the single mineral quartz

analysis averages 9.3 ± 0.2 perriil. The isotopic composition of the

fluids from which this quartz precipitated may be determined with

the use of experimental quartz-water fractionation data. Firstly,

the temperature of mineral precipitation must be known. The

fractionation process decreases with increasing temperature,

independently of pressure. The stability fields of the alteration

minerals coupled with the paragenesis of the ore minerals make it

possible to suggest a temperature interval of 250 to 300C for the

formation of the deposit (Field, 1986, personal communication). The

most recent quartz-water fractionation data as a function of

temperature have been published by Matsuhisa and others (1979). For

temperatures between 250 and 500C,

l000lna = 3.34 (106T2) - 3.33

Between 250 and 300C, l000lna is then calculated to be from 8.9 to

8.9. Knowing this parameter (l000Lna) and the 6180 value of quartz

(a), the isotopic composition of the hydrothermal fluids (6180b) is

calculated (equation 4 in table 7) at values between -0.1 and +1.9

permil and is represented on figure 34. This range corresponds to

the isotopic composition of the water from which quartz
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equilibrated. Water-rock isotopic exchange has probably taken place

along the paths of the hydrothermal solutions. A5 a result, the

calculated isotopic composition is probably evolved from the

initial composition. The final water composition would plot between

the magnetic field and the meteoric water line on figure 34.

The relationship between the initial and final isotopic

compositions of water that has equilibrated with rock is expres5ed

by Ohmoto and Rye (1974) as a function of the isotopic

characteristics of both the water and the rock before and after

equilibration. The water-rock ratio and fractionation values must

be known in order to take into account the relative effect of one

versus the other. Field and Fifarek (1986) computed the variations

of SD and 8180 in meteoric and magnetic fluids that equilibrate

with volcanic rocks of intermediate to felsic composition, as a

function of temperature and water-rock mess ratio. The

compositional range used in that study by Field and Fifarek applies

to the composition of the granite in this study and permits the

superimposition of their data on the results of this study (figure

35). The final water 6180 range happens to plot on an area, where

at 3@0C the origin of the fluids could either be meteoric or

magnetic. However, new information is revealed; the water-rock mass

ratio must be low in either case (between 0.01 and 0.1).

The variation of oxygen isotope content with the different

alteration assemblages in the study area is documented by the

analyses on three whole-rock samples. The results are presented

below:
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Sample Provenance 6180 ValUe5

=====S===nS==a=S==t= _ =fl====S==S======= =5=
wr. whole rock samples

The deuteric alteration assemblage is considered to be the original

wall rock not affected by hydrothermal solutions. The 6180 value of

the outer-argillic assemblage is similar to the value of the

deuteric assemblage. very low water-rock ratio, as well as low

temperatures, can account for the fact that the fluids did not

equilibrate with the wall rock in the outer-argillic zone. The high

6180 value of the sericite alteration zone reflects some 6180

exchange between the fluids and the wall rock.

If the sericjtic alteration is assumed to be the end-result

of the action of the hydrothermal fluids on the original rock, a

fractionation factor between rock and water may be calculated from

the 6180 values of both the original and final rocks, at the

temperature range 250-300C. The deuteric alteration sample is

considered representative of the least altered host rock. The

fractionation factor between rock and water is calculated to be

between 12.13 at 250C and 10.13 at 300C (table 7, equations 2, 3,

and 4). The composition of the initial water may then be calculated

from the equation of Ohmoto and Rye (1974) modified for the

compositional range by Field and Fifarek (1986):

100

a ====a== 5==5 fl==nn rnn nfl == ann ==

2390BB5 wr. Deuteric alteration 10.3 0.2 permil

171OBBS ur. Outer-argillic alteration 10.5 + 0.2 permil

I1808BE wr. Sericitic alteration 12.1 0.2 permil



181 + 1.8 P. l8O1r r-w w
w 1.8R

where ,lRo1 = initial composition of the water,

-0.1 to +1.9% final composition of the water,

61801_ 10.3% initial composition of the host rock,

10.13 to 12.13 fractionation rock-water, and

r = water/rock mama ratio.

The water/rock ratio is sUpposed to be low. A water/rock ratio of

0.01 gives unreasonably high 6180 values (96-98%) whereas, a

water/rock ratio of 0.1 give8 8180 values between 9.517. and 11.51%.

Thi5 is the oxygen isotopic range f or magmatic waters.

Although this arithmetic exercice produces interesting

results, the credibility is limited by assumptions and unknown

parameters. CoMplete water-rock isotopic equilibration had to be

assumed. Moreover, the water that formed the quartz material is

considered to be identical (isotopes and temperature> to the water

that produced the 5ericitic alteration, although this is not

verified. At low water/rock ratio the system is buffered due to the

enormous proportion of oxygen in the rock relative to the water.

Hydrogen isotope values coupled with the oxygen data are necessary

to define more certainly any origin for hydrothermal fluids.
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CHARFCTERISTICS OF THE WiR EAGLE DEPOSITS

The War Eagle deposits are spatially related to structural

features produced by a late stage of uplift after the emplacement

of the Idaho batholith. During uplift, the intrusive country rock

was dissected by horst blocks bounded by normal faults (Lund,

1984). All the quartz veins observed on the War Eagle. mine property

occur in fracture! that are approximately 25 degrees from these

main through-going faults. The superimposition of the soil

geochemical anomalies over the structural map (figure 36)

illustrates the systematic intersection of the fractures, which

bear known or postulated veins with major through-going faults. The

hydrothermal solutions were channelled along the inten5ively

fractured War Eagle fault zone. However, the zone was apparently

not a good trap for the hydrothermal fluids that formed the quartz

veins. Instead, the host structures for quartz veins were tension

fractures.

In the 1930's, the relationship between the mined ore body

and the War Eagle fault was of great importance to further

exploration. Ba5ed on observations in the region1 Shenon and Reed

(1934> suggested that the War Eagle fault was younger than the

veins and might have displaced them. Locating the faulted

vein-segment or the other side of the War Eagle fault was of prime

interest to prospectors. Field observations and soil geochemistry
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(figure 27> have not proved the existence of off-set mineralized

veins across the faults although the possibility of displacements

on the order of kilometers could not be evaluated in this study.

Flthough no off-set contacts were noted, later post-mineralization

activity of the faults is also suggested by many observations. tll

previous workers noted the well-developed shear zones. Gouge

material, which formed during the late-stage argillic alteration,

and sheared contacts are disclosed along exposed fault planes. The

quartz veins have also been affected. Quartz breccias were

encountered during the drilling operations, which suggested the

crushing of quartz bodies. The characteistic lens-like shape of

the War Eagle ore body and the argon-loss events recorded by

4ør/39Ar geochronology may have originated from shearing movements

(see for example Davis, 1984) along the War Eagle fault zone.

The emplacement of quartz veins was accompanied by

hydrothermal alteration of the granitic country rock. The sericitic

alteration seems to be associated with the veins. The extent of

this alteration is limited to about 10 meters from a fault

structure. rgillic alteration zones were recognized only from

subsurface information; this assemblage is too easily eroded to be

recognized on the surface. Crosscutting relationships of alteration

zones and petrographic evidence imply that the argillic alteration

is related to late stage activity, presumably the cooling stage of

the hydrothermal activity. The outer-argillic zone, is limited to

fault planes, with some minor effects in the surrounding host rock.

The metals contained in the quartz veins are principally
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gold and silver with large a,'ounts of copper, lead, and zinc.

Pyrite, chalcopyrite, galena, sphalerite and freibergite are the

most common sulfide Minerals. Gold is associated with the sulfide

minerals and is not present as free gold grains within the gangue.

The only gangue Mineral is quartz with some minor carbonate

mineral. Paragenetic relationships reveal that a first stage of

Milky coarse-grained quartz crystallized together with large pyrite

crystals. Flooding by a second stage of quartz followed. The third,

and last-stage quartz is r'ticrosaccharoid, and associated with a

Major brecciation event and the crystallization of the bulk of the

mineralization. In polished sections, the te<tures indicate an

open-space filling process; although, at the outcrop, the te'<tures

suggest the occurrence of replaceMent process with blocks of

altered granite engulfed in the vein.

Because water is the Major constituent of hydrothermal

fluids, it is an important constituent for the formation of both

the veins and the wall-rock alteration. The stability of the

alteration Minerals suggest a hydrothermal fluid with a relatively

low <+111+ ratio and with temperatures ranging from about 2S0C to

300C. According to Lindgren's classification (Lindgren, 1933),

deposits formed at temperatures between 200 and 360C are defined

as mesothermal. Stable isotope analyses implied that the origin of

the water was dominantly magmatic.

The Lar Eagle deposits formed after the solidification of

the granitic phase of the Idaho batholith. The magmatic aqueous

phase separated from the magma, and during final magmatic
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crystallization was trapped in structures, and precipitated in the

tension fractures. This process lasted several nillion years and

resulted in three stagea of quartz precipitation, two stages of

hydrothernal alteration, and several stages of brecciation (figure

37). Base and precious rietals were transported by the fluids and

precipitated with quartz in the tension fractures.
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Figure 37. Sequence of hydrothertaj and tructura1 event5 for the
War Eagle depo5it3.
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REGIONAL SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSION

The War Eagle mine appears isolated among the surrounding

ore deposits of the central part of Idaho. Beckwith (1928), and

Shenon and Reed (1934) included it with the Buffalo Hump district,

which is closest the mining district. Thomson and Ballard (1924),

Rosa (1941), and Esparza and others (1983) included it with the

Dixie district, which is the nearest by trails. Mining districts

have been established based on geographical occurrences of ore

deposits (figure 38); this has beers done independently of any

genetic consideration. However, a genetic relation may exist

between the deposits of War Eagle and of the neighboring districts.

The ore deposits of the area have been classified into vein

deposits and disseminated deposits. Lorrain (1938) noticed that the

majority of the quartz veins are found in fractures formed by

direct tensional movements and in fractures subjected to shearing

movements. He subdivided the deposits into tension gash, shear

zone, and disseminated, with a continuum between the three types.

The War Eagle deposits have characteristics that are intermediate

to the tension gash and shear zone types. Deposits outside the War

Eagle fault zone are in tension fractures and did not undergo much

shearing. Within the fault zone, the ore bodies form quartz len5e5;

fault breccias and gouge are present also.

The comparison of the trends of various deposits in the
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FiQure 38. Location of the War Eagle Mine with reapect to
surrounding mining diatrict3, with corre,ponding Mineralizing
trenda repreaente on.a Roce diagram.
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area is difficult. Differences occur among previous authors in

their reporting of the same deposit; it is seldom clear whether

they are describing the trend of the major shear zone or the trend

of the quartz lenses. However, the mineralized, major,

through-going faults appear to trend mostly west-northwest in the

Orogrande and Dixie districts, east-northeast in the Elk City end

Warren districts, and north-northeast only in the Buffalo Hump

district (figure 38). series of parallel shear zones with a

general strike of Nle-15E has produced the ensemble of lode

deposits of the Buffalo Hump district. En echelon quartz lenses

have been reported along the shear zones in the Buffalo Hump

district (Lorrain, 1838).

The resemblance of geologic features between the deposits

of the Buffalo Hump and the War Eagle deposits is not limited to

the parallel structural control. In the Buffalo Hump district,

Shenon and Reed (1934) reported macroscopic replacement textures

illustrated by the presence of xenoliths of country rocks embayed

in the veins. The most recent study of the Big Buffalo vein in the

Buffalo Hump district (Muniz, 1985) also revealed a narrow zone of

propylitic and sericitic alteration around the veins and indicated

two clusters of filling temperatures, at 360315C and 24@-160C,

from the fluid inclusions. The deposits of the War Eagle mine and

vicinity formed in a more modest zone of shearing than the veins of

the Buffalo Hump but they are of the same type. The host rock is

the only significant difference between these areas. The veins of

the Buffalo Hump occur near the roof of the Idaho batholith and in



the roof pendants. Based on the napped locations of xenoliths and

roof pendents (Lund and Esparza, 1986, in press) the veins at the

War Eagle nine are located 600 Meters below the roof of the

plutonic rocks.

The general opinion about the age of precious Metal

deposits in central Idaho has been debated. The original ides was

that all Mineralization was a result of the Cretaceous intrusions

of the batholith (Ross, 1931). Pnderson (1951) first stated the

conflicting proposition that all precious Metal lode deposit5 are

related to early Tertiary plutonisrn. Since then, deposits

throughout the region have been related to Tertiary event5

(Bennett, 1980) Mostly OM the basis of oxygen isotope studies in

the southern half of the Idaho batholith by Cries and others

(1982). present investigation by Lund and other5 (1986) is

discrediting this common perception. The use of 40r/39r dating

technique allowed them to confirm the Cretaceous age of the

Mineralization at the Mother Lode mine, in the center of the

Buffalo Nump district.

Two dacite porphyry dikes cross the War Eagle property in a

N55-60°E direction. These dikes were considered to be coeval with

Eocene plutons; because rnafic dikes were thought to be related to

gold nineralization, the dikes were thought to be related to the

gold deposits (Thomson and Ballard, 1924). The Cretaceous age

determined in the course of this study eliminates the Tertiary

hypothesis considered by Thonson and Ballard (1924) and later

workers and corroborates the other evidence that suggests a genetic
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relationship between the gold lode deposits of Buffalo Hump and the

i5olaied War Eagle deposits.

The mine is certainly of Modest size compared to the larger

ores of the Buffalo Hump vein system. However, the property is an

attractive prospect for small high-grade deposits. The exploration

program undertaken in the past years focused on the previously

mined deposits of the War Eagle fault zone. Extension of the

geochemical program along the shear zone would be more interesting.

The apparently minor vein occurrences (Rainy vein and Leo's vein>

may also have deserved more attention. There is no doubt that the

mining operations were more extensive than had been indicated by

any previous report on the iine. Only underground access through

the Blue Bell, Holmee, and Boyce tunnels would clarify the question

of how much additional mining activity had occurred. However,

unlike Green (1984), this study does not favor the continuation of

the exploration program targeted on the known ore bodies of the War

Eagle fault zone. The investigation of the structural control

suggests the directed exploration for yet unknown vein materials

along the major north-northeast set of faults.
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APPENDIX B

DETERMINATION OF CLFY MINERALOGY BY X-RAY DIFFRACTION TECHNIQUES

The specimens are intentionally mounted oriented to enhance

the 001 erie5 of basal reflections, and re-examined by X-rays

after each treatment.

The sample preparation was conducted as follows:

1) 10 gram-splits from the pulverized altered rock sample (120

mesh) were taken, and

2> placed for 24 hours in a beaker with deionized water for

desintegration. (Flocculation was not observed, and the use of

dispersion agents was not necessary).

3) After wet sieving, the size fractionamaller than 4 was

saved, and transferred into a plastic centrifuge tube.

4> This fraction was centrifuged at 750 R.P.M. for 5 minutes. The

clay particles (<2f.im) remained in suspension, and were set aside.

The suspended clay fraction was then centrifuged at 5000 R.P.M.

for 10 minutes. The supernatant was discarded.

The clay residue, dispersed in a drop of water, was spread on a

glass slide with an eye dropper, and allowed to dry slowly to

orient the particles.

Two slides were prepared for each sample. One was placed in

a dessicator at 647. relative humidity, produced by a Mg-nitrate

solution, the other in a dessicator containing ethylene glycol.
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Analysis was performed on a Philips X.R.G. 3100 diffractometer,

with the CuK radiation1 scanning from 2 2to larger angles, after

each of the following treatments:

24 hours in a 547. relative humidity, at room temperature.

2 hours at 300°C

2 hours at S50°C

2 hours at 65°C in an ethylene glycol saturated

atmosphere.

One sample was treated in a glycerol-saturated atmosphere,

at 110°C for 2 hours.

Examination of the X-ray diffraction patterns revealed the

presence of three groups of clays, accompanied by fine-grained

quartz and feldapare that the separation did not totally eliminate.

A kaolinite peak was identified at about 7.1 A for a relative

humidity (R.H. ) of E4%. The subsequent heating treatments destroyed

the mineral, if only partially at 300°C, completely at 550°C, and

the basal reflections decreased in intensity to zero.

A second group was characterized by a peak at about 9.9 A at 547.

R.H.. A slight decrease of this d spacing was systematically

observed after the glycol treatment This shift may not be very

significant, but was interpreted as indicative of the presence of a

hydromica (illite group), interlayered with swelling layers

(Nemec:, 1981). Otherwise this diffraction pattern riuch resembles

that of muscovite which was also probably present in the samples.

The basal peak at 15 A was due to rnontmorillonite. When heated

to 300°C, and 500°C, volatilization of all adsorbed water caused a
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decrease in the basal spacing to 10 A. The expanding lattice of the

mineral was further characterized by en expanding lattice, which is

demonstrated by equilibration in ethylene glycol. The 001

reflection was displaced to 17 Pi, with sharper 8.5 A, 5.7 i, 4.2

etc ..., as the montmorillonite is purer. Briridley, and Brown

(1980> correlated the systematic shifts of 8.5 A, and 5.7 A with

the amount of interlayered illite, in order to determine the

percentage of interatratification of the lattice types. The low

percentages obtained here were considered non significant.

A relative estimation of the clay material in the samples

was attempted, inspired by a procedure outlined in Schultz (1964>.

The relative sizes of the basal reflection peaks provide the basis

for calculating their relative amounts. In their collapsed state,

aluminous illite, montriorillonite, and mixed-layer

illite-montmorillonite give a 10 peak of about the same area for

equal weights of material. The crystallinity of the kaolonite

governs the area of its peak. The ratio of peak areas of the 7

0
and the 10 A reflections for equal amounts of koalinite and

collapsed smectite is of 2:1 for well-crystallized kaolinite

(Schultz, 1964>. In fact, hydrothermal clays are known for

developing well crystallized minerals, which is confirmed by the

sharp shapes of the peaks. Peak areas were measured with a polar

planineter. -The calculations were conducted as followed:

1) Measure peak areas of:

7 A (547. R.H.) = A

10 (547. R.H.) = B



10 (collapsed srnectite + hydromica, et either 300 or EE0éC) = C

kaolinite * 100

7. hydromuscovite + muscovite B * 100

A+C

7. montmorillonite 100 - Z ( keolinite + hydroMuscovite +

muscovite)
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APPENDIX C

SEMI-QUANTITATIVE SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

The semi-quantitative spectrographic value! are reported as

six steps per order of magnitude (1; 0.7; 0.5; 0.3; 0.2; 0.15; or

multiples of ten of these numbers), and are approximate geometric

midpoints of the concentration ranges. Except for iron, magnesium,

calcium, and titanium, which are in units of percents, they are all

in units of parts per million (ppm). Qualifying codes N and L are

used respectively for values below, and near the lower detection

limit. Code L indicates that the element was detected, but the

value was at, or below, the quantifiable limit. Surface samples are

numbered WE, and BBn numbers indicate core samples of hole n.
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DATA SET NAME HOLE!

FLO FE MG CA TI

1070881 0.3 0.15 0.15 0.05
1106261 1.5 0.20 0.20 0.07
1170861 1.5 0.20 0.50 0.15
1229GB! 0.7 0.15 0.50 0.07
1292BB1 1.0 0.10. 0.70 0.07
1320821 0.7 0.20 0.70 0.05
1390881 0.7 0.15 0.20 0.07
1425GB! 2.0 0.50 0.15 0.10
1460881 1.0 0.15 0.15 0.07
1548891 0.5 0.07 0.10 0.07

FLD MN AG B BA BE CO

1070821 300 .SL 30 700 3 SN
1106GB! 300 .SN 20 1000 10 5N

1170681 700 .5N 10 1330 3 SN

1229821 303 .SN ION 1000 SN

1292881 200 .SL 15 1000 3 SN

1320881 500 .SL 20 1000 3 SN

1390GB! 50 .SL 30 1000 3 SN

142S881 70 .5N 70 1000 10 SL

1460821 300 .5N 50 700 3 SN

IS4GBBI 300 .SN 15 700 2 SI

FLD CR CU LA MO NB NI

1070821 10 30 20L SN 20N EL

1106881 10 EL 20L 5J 201. St.

1170821 IOL 5 20L SN 20N 5L

1229891 10 SL 23L SN 20N St.

1292GB! 10L 15 20L SN 20N EL
1320881 1OL 10 20 SN 20N SL
1390281 IOL 15 20L SN 20N EL
1425881 13 5 0L 33 20N SL

1460881 10 10 30 SN 20N EL

1549881 10 50 50 SN 20N St.

FLO PB SC SR V Y ZN ZR
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1070B81 20 SN 300 10L iON 200N 30

1106881 20 SN 150 10 IOL 200N 50

1170821 20 SN 300 101. !0L 200N 30
1229881 20 SN S00 IOL ION 203N 30
1292821 20 EL S00 101. 10 200N 50
1320881 20 SN S00 !OL lOt. 203N 30
1393881 20 SN 500 10L 30 200N 30
142S881 50 EL 150 10 IOL 703 50
1460881 20 SN 300 IOL 30 200N 50
1S48281 20 SN .300 !OL 20 203N 30
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FLD PB SC SR V V ZN ZR

1160882 15 7 300 15 ION 200N IS
1180892 15 SL 300 10L 10L 200N 30
12108e2 20 SN 300 10L 20 200N 50
1229882 15 SN 300 IOL ION 209N 30
1240882 20 EN 200 10L 10L 200N 30
1249882 20 SL 200 10 10L 200N 30
1254882 20 SN 300 10L ION 200N 30
1259882 20 SN 300 10L IOL 200N SO
1310282 15 SN 300 10L ION 200N 20
1340682 20 SN 300 10L lOW 200W 30
1430882 30 SN 150 10L iON 200L 50
1469882 SO SN 150 10L 10 200L 50
1620882 20 SN 200 IOL 10L 200N 30
1570882 20 SN 300 1OL ION 200L 30
1610882 20 SN 300 10L iON 200W 30

FLO 1N AS B BA BE CO

11S0892 300 .SN 15 1000 2 SN
1180282 600 .SL 20 1000 3 SN

1210882 300 .SN 30 600 3 SN
1229862 SO .SN 15 600 2 SN

1240882 100 .SN 20 500 S SL
1249B82 5000 .5N 50 700 5 SN
1254222 500 .SN IOL 700 3 SN

1259262 500 .SN 10 700 3 SN

1310882 300 .SN 15 600 2 SN

1340B22 300 .SN 10L 1000 3 SN

1430282 100 3 70 1000 S SN
1459882 1500 3 70 700 5 5

1520882 30 0.7 50 700 3 SN

1570802 300 .5N 30 1000 3 SN

1610882 300 .5N 50 700 3 SN

FLO CR CU LA MO NE NI

1160882 10 7 20 SN 20N S

1180822 10L 7 20L SN 20N SL

1210682 10 15 20L SN 20N EL

129882 10 7 20L EN 20N SL

1240862 10L SL 20 SN 20N SL
1249822 10 5 20 SN 20N SL

1264282 10 SL 20 EN 20U SL
1269882 10 7 20L SN 20N SL
1310892 ION SN 20L SN 20N SL
1340882 10L S 40L SN 20N SL

1430882 IOL 30 20L SN 201 EL
1459BB2 IOL 30 20L SN 20N 5L

1S0BE2 10 15 20L SN 20N LL
1S70882 IOL 15 20L SN 20N 5L
1610882 10L 10 20L SN 40N SL

DATA SET NAME HOLE2

FLO FE MG CA TI

11508B2 1.0 0.20 0.20 0.07
1180882 0.7 0.15 0.20 0.07
1210082 1.0 0.20 0.15 0.07
1229082 0.2 0.10 0.15 0.03
1240862 0.7 0.15 0.15. 0.05
1'49882 1.0 0.30 0.20 0.07
1264882 1.0 0.20 0.50 0.07
1259802 1.0 0.15 0.70 0.07
1310002 0.7 0.15 0.30 0.05
1340822 1.0 0.15 0.70 0.07
1430882 0.7 0.20 0.05 0.07
1459882 1.0 0.20 0.05 0.07
1620822 0.S 0.10 .OSL 0.03
15708B2 1.0 0.20 0.20 0.07
1510882 0.7 0.10 0.07 0.07
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FLO MN AG 8 BA BE Co

0S00884 700 .SN 1OL 700 3 SN
0680684 500 .5N 1OL 1000 3 SN

0740884 700 .SN 20 1000 3 SN

0780884 300 .SN 10 700 3 SN

0003984 200 .SN 40 1000 S SN

0820804 1000 .5W 15 1000 5 SW

0860884 1500 .SN 1OL 1000 3 SN

0900984 700 .SN IOL 1000 3 SN

0940984 500 .5W IOL 700 3 EN

1680804 300 0.7 30 700 3 SW

1718884 150 0.7 30 700 2 SN

1837884 300 0.6 20 1000 S SN

1880884 700 0.6 50 700 3 SN

1917884 ISO .5W IS 700 3 SN

1960884 300 .SL 16 700 3 SN

2000884 300 .5W 20 700 3 SN

FLO CR Cli LA MO NB NI

0500984 10 E 20L SN 20N SL
OSOO8E4 10 7 20L SN 20W EL

0740884 iON SL 20L EN 20W SL
0780894 1OL SL 20L SN 20W SL

0800884 10L 5 20L EN 20W SL
0820884 10L SL 28 SN 20W SL
0860984 1OL SL 20L SN 20W 5

0900894 10 30 20L SN 20W SL
0940884 10L SL 20L SN 20W SL
1680984 18 10 20L EN 20W SL

1718884 10 EL 20L SN 20W EL
1837984 10L 7 20L SN 20W SL

1880894 1OL 10 20L SN 20W EL
1917994 10 7 20 SN 20W EL

1960884 10 10 20L SN 20W EL
2030884 10 7 20 SN 20W EL

0F.Tfi SET NftIIE HOLE4

FLO FE MG CA TI

0500884 0.7 0.30 0.50 0.07
0680864 0.7 0.30 0.50 0.07
0740884 0.7 0.20 0.50 0.07

0780094 1.0 0.30 0.50 0.07
0800884 1.0 0.30 0.30 0.07
0820864 1.5 0.30 0.50 0.07
0880884 1.5 0.50 0.50 0.07
0900894 0.7 0.20 0.50 0.07
0940884 0.7 0.15 0.70 0.05
1680884 0.5 0.16 0.30 0.03
1718884 0.7 0.15 0.30 0.03
1837984 1.0 0.15 0.30 0.07
1980B64 0.7 0.20 0.10 0.07
1917884 0.7 0.16 0.70 0.07
1960884 0.3 0.10 0.IE 0.05
2000884 0.7 0.10 0.30 0.07



DATA SET NAME HOLE4

FLO PB Sc SR V Y ZN ZR
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0500064 20 SL 300 IOL ION 200W 30
0560004 20 SN 300 101. 10W 200W 50
0740004 20 SN 300 IOL 100 200N 50
0780004 20 SN 300 IOL 20 200W 30
0800884 20 EN 300 XOL 30 200N 30
0620884 28 5W ,300 10L 10 200W 30
0060884 20 SN 300 IOL lOW 200W 30
0900884 20 SN 300 IOL 150 200W 30
0940084 20 SN 300 ION 200N 50
1680884 20 SN 300 101. ION 200W 50
1718894 20 5L 300 101. ION 200N 15
1837864 100 SN 300 IOL IOL 200W 50
1880884 20 SN 300 IOL iON 200W 30
1917004 20 SN 500 IOL 30 200W 70
1960884 20 SN 300 IOL iON 200N 30
2000864 20 51. 300 101. 10W 200W 30

DATA SET NAME

FLO FE

HOLE5

MG CA TI

0710085 1.0 0.30 0.20 0.07
0760885 0.7 0.20 0.10 0.10
079388S 0.7 0.10 0.15 0.07
0820886 0.7 0.10 0.10 0.07
0880886 0.7 0.20 0.20 0.07
091009S 0.5 0.10 0.15 0.05
103068S 1.0 0.15 0.30 0.07
1060885 1.0 0.20 0.30 0.15
1180885 0.3 0.07 0.07 0.03
1210805 1.0 0.15 0.30 0.07
1242285 1.0 0.20 0.07 0.0?
1300886 0.7 0.07 0.30 0.06
1330886 0.5 0.10 0.30 0.05
1360866 1.5 0.20 0.50 0.15
1458886 1.5 0.30 0.2 0.07
1630885 0.7 0.16 0.2 0.07
1660886 1.5 0.20 0.1 0.15
1680085 0.6 0.1S 2.0 0.06
1710866 0.7 0.20 0.6 0.07
1830886 0.7 0.20 0.5 0.07
1860886' 0.3 0.20 0.7 0.03
189088S 0.5 0.07 0.5 0.03
1920886 1.0 0.20 0.6 0.07
1950886 1.0 0.20 0.7 0.07
2040885 0.5 0.15 0.5 0.07
2070886 1.0 0.30 0.6 0.07
2100866 0.5 0.10 0.6 0.05
2132B8E 0.6 0.10 0.? 0.03
2160885 0.5 0.16 0.5 0.06
2220065 0.7 0.15 0.7 0.15
2340885 1.0 0.15 0.7 0.06
2390596 0.6 0.10 .1.0 0.05



DATA SET NAME ROLES

FLO MN AG B BA BE Co

0710885 700 .5W 50 700 7 SW

O7EBBEE 500 .5W 30 1000 3 SN

0793885 500 .5W 30 700 3 SN

0820896 500 0.7 30 700 3 SN

08808EE 200 .SL 10 700 3 SN

091099E 300 .5W 20 700 3 SW

1030885 150 .SL IS 1000 3 SR

1060885 500 .5W 20 1000 3 SN

1180895 300 .EL 30 700 3 SN

1210985 300 1.0 50 700 3 SN

124298E 200 0.7 70 700 5 SW

1300896 150 .SL 30 700 3 SN

1330896 100 .5W 30 700 3 EN

1360986 300 .5W 10 700 3 SN

1458895 100 15 70 500 10 SN

1530895 200 .SL 50 700 3 SN

16S0896 150 7 60 500 3 SN

1680886 300 .SL 30 700 2 SN
1710B85 300 .5W 30 500 2 SN

1830885 300 .5W 10 700 3 SN

1860096 160 .5W 15 700 2 SN
1890895 150 .SN 30 700 2 SN

192098S 150 .SN 10 700 3 5W

I9S089S 200 .SN 10 1000 3 SN

2040995 200 .SN 20 700 2 SN

2070885 200 .SN 30 500 3 SW

2100986 160 .SW 20 700 3 SN

2132886 150 .SN 10 . 700 3 SN

2160885 100 .SN 1OL 1000 2 SN

2220095 300 .SN 20 1000 3 SN

2340885 200 .SW 20 700 5 SN

2390886 300 .SN IOL 700 3 SN

FLO CR CU LA MO. NB NI

0710886 10 S 20 SN 20L S

076088S ION 70 20 SN 20W SL

0793895 IOL 20 20L SW 20W SL

0820B95 1OL 30 20L SW 20W SL

0880985 ION S 20L SN 20N SL

09109B5 10L 30 20L SN 20W SL

1030995 IOL 20 20L SN 20N EL

1050995 IOL 10 20L SW 20L EL

118088S 10L 30 20L SN 'ON SN

1210885 10L 30 20L SN 20L SL

1242896 IOL 50 20 EN 20W EL

1300886 1OL 50 20 SN 20W EL

1330885 10L 10 20L SN 20W EL

1360895 IOL 15 20W SN 20L 5L

1468985 15 150 20L SN 20W SL
1530885 10L 7 20L SN 20W EL

1ES088S 10L 50 20 SN 20W 5

1680995 10 30 20L EN 20W 5

1710985 10 30 20L EN 20W EL
1830896 10 10 20L SW 20W EL

1860885 10 5 20 EN 20W EL
1890e85 1ØL 30 20 SN 20W EL

1920885 10L S 20L SN 20N 5L

1950995 10 20 20L SN 20W 5

2040885 10 15 20L SW 20W EL

2070886 10 5 20L SW 20W SL

2100805 10 30 20L EN 20W EL
21388S 10W 20 20 SN 20W EL

2180885 10L 7 20 EN 20N SL

2220905 1OL 20 20 SW 20L SL

2340685 1OL S 20L SN 20N EL

2390686 IOL 7 20 SN 20W EL
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DATA EEl NAME

FtC PB

HOLES

SC SR V V ZN ZR

0710885 15 EN 300 10L IOL 200W 100

0760885 16 EL 300 10 1OL 200W 50

0793885 20 SN 300 1OL ION 200W 30

0820885 20 5N 500 10L iON 200N 30

0980885 20 SN 300 IOL 10W 200t 30

B9IBBBS 10 EL 300 IBL iON 200W 20

1030885 20 SN 300 IOL 10W 200W 30

1060885 20 S 300 15 iON 200N 30

1180885 15 SN 300 10L ION 200W 20

121088E 50 SN 300 10 ION 200W 50

1242885 20 SN 200 IOL 10W 200W 30

1300885 20 SW 300 IOL iON 200N 30

1330885 20 SN 300 10L ION 200W 20

1360885 20 SN 500 IOL iON 200W 30

1468865 700 SN 300 10 15 1000 30

1530885 20 SN £00 1OL iON 200W 50

1650885 100 5N 300 10 1OL 200N 30

1680886 15 SN 300 10L 10L 200N 30

1710885 iS 5L 300 IOL lOW 200W 30

183088E 15 SN £00 10L ION 200W 30

1860885 20 SN 300 10L iON 200W 20

1890065 20 SN 300 1OL 10L 200N 30

1920885 15 £ 300 10 ION 200W 20

195088S 20 EL 300 IOL 20 200W 50

2040885 20 SN 300 10L 50 200W 30

2070886 20 EL 300 1OL 10L 200W 30

2100885 20 SN 300 IOL IOL 200N 30

2132B85 20 SN 300 1OL ION 200W 20

2150885 20 SN 300 IOL ION 200W 30

2220885 20 EL 300 10 10L 200W 30

2340895 20 EN 300 10L ION 200W 20

2390885 20 SN £00 10L 15 200W 30

DATA SET NAME HOLES

FLO FE MG CA TI

073088E 0.7 0.10 0.3 0.07
07E1986 0.E 0.07 0.5 0.05
0790885 0.7 0.10 0.5 0.07

0820885 0.5 0.10 0.18 0.07
0850BB5 0.5 0.15 0.15 0.07
0880886 0.6 0.10 0.15 0.05
0990886 1.0 0.15 0.20 0.07
1950866 1.0 0.20 0.70 0.20
1060886 0.7 0.15 0.30 0.07
1090885 1.0 0.20 0.50 0.10
1210895 0.7 0.10 0.07 0.10
1280886 0.7 0.16 0.30 0.07
1120885 1.0 0.20 0.30 0.07
1150885 1.5 0.60 0.70 0.10
1373685 2.0 0.30 0.20 0.15
1403886 0.7 0.10 0.15 0.37
1632886 .5 0.10 0.10 0.07
1650886 0.3 0.07 0.05 0.07
168088E 0.7 0.30 0.07 0.07
1712866 1.5 0.50 0.20 0.07
1770666 0.7 0.15 0.10 0.05
1789866 0.7 0.15 0.IE 0.07

1830885 1.0 0.70 0.30 0.07
1850686 0.5 0.15 1.50 0.07



OATh LET NAME HOLES

FLD CR CU LA MO NE NI

0730585 10 S 20L SN 20W SL
0761B86 10 15 20L SN 20W 5L

0790886 1OL 10 30 EN 20N EL
0820586 10 7 20L SN 20N EL

oesoses 1OL 15 20 EN 20W EL

0880886 IOL EL 20 SN 20W EL

0990856 10L 7 20L EN 20N EL
1960586 1OL 30 20 EN 20 EL

1060586 IOL 7 20 EN 20W EL

1090886 IOL 1E 20L EN 20W 5

1210B88 ION 10 20 EN 20L EL
1280886 IOL 8 20 EN 20N EL

1120886 10 7 30 EN 20N EL

1150886 10L 10 50 EN 20L EL

1370886 IOL 30 30 SN 20W EL

1403886 IOL 20 20L EN 20W EL

1532886 10W 20 30 EN 20W EL
1650885 10 10 20 EN 20N EL

1680886 10L 15 30 EN 20W EL

1712B86 ION 7 20 SN 20L EL

17708BE 1OL 20 30 SN 20N SN

1789886 IOL 10 20L EN 20W 5L

1830086 10 10 20L EN 20N EL
1860B86 10 15 20L EN 20W EL

FLO PB SC SR V V ZN ZR
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0730886 20 SN 300 10L IOL 200N 50

076188E 20 SN 300 IOL iON 200N 30

0790886 20 SN 300 1OL 10 200N 30

0820886 20 SN lEO IOL 15 200W 30

0850585 20 EN 300 10L ION 200W 100

0880886 0 EU 300 10L 15 200W 20

0990886 20 EN 300 10 iON 200W 30

19EOBBE 20 7 500 20 lOW 200W 30

1O6OBBE 20 EN 300 1OL ION 1000 30

1090585 30 EL E00 IOL ION 200N 50

1210886 IE EN 100 10 iON 200W 30

1280B86 20 EN 300 10L IOL 200W 30

1120856 20 EN 300 IOL 10 200W 50

1150886 20 5W 300 10 20 200W SO

1370885 30 EL 500 15 20 200W 30

1403886 15 EN 200 10L 58 200W 30

1532B8E 30 SN 300 1OL 10L 200W 30

16S0586 50 SN 200 10 ION 200W 30

1680886 20 SN 300 IOL 10L 200W SO

1712B86 30 SN 300 IOL 20 200W 50

1770556 20 EN 300 10L 10W 200W 38

1789856 30 SN 300 IOL IOL 200W 30

1830855 30 SN 300 10 10 200W 30

1660886 15 EL 500 10 10 200W 30
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DATA SET NAME HOLES

FLU MN AG B BA BE CO

0730886 300 .SN 20 700 3 SN

0761865 150 .SN 10 500 3 SN

0790886 200 .SN 15 700 3 SN

0820885 700 .SN 30 700 3 SN

0050686 1000 .SN 50 700 S SN

0880066 200 .SN 30 700 3 SN

0990886 300 .5W 30 700 3 SN

1950606 500 .SN 30 700 3 SN

1060886 100 .SN 20 700 3 SN

IOSOBBE 150 .SN 10 1000 3 SN

1210886 150 .SN 20 700 3 SN

1280B8S 200 .5W 15 700 3 SN

1120886 500 .5W 20 700 3 SN

1150886 70 .5N 30 1000 7 SN

13708B6 300 S.0 70 700 5 SN

1403086 200 .5W 50 700 3 SN

1532886 200 0.5 50 1000 3 SN

1660BB6 300 2.0 30 1000 2 SN

1680886 300 .SL 70 700 3 SN

1712886 1000 .SN 100 700 7 SN

1770886 500 0.7 £0 700 3 SN

17898BE 70 0.7 30 1000 3 SN

1308BE 700 0.7 100 700 IS SN

1860686 S00 0.S 15 700 3 SN



PPENOIX 0

NLYTICL RESULTS OF THE GEOCHEMICAL SOIL SURVEY

The values for lead and arsenic are recorded in parts per

million. Values for gold are given in parts per billion. Sample

location is expressed in grid coordinates. In order to situate the

samples on the. grid, the base line, which is oriented north south

and one of the east-west transverse lines have been represented on

the geochemical map (fig. 27). The base line has a coordinate of

300+00W. The point of intersection of the base line with the

east-west line displayed on the geochemical map (fig. 27) has

coorthnate& of 320+OON 300+00W. The next samples on line 320+OON to

the west of' the base line have coodinates of 320+OON 300+50W,

320+OON 310+00W...
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320+08W
320+00W
320+00W
320+00W
32 0+@ON

320+00W
320+00W
320+00W
320+00W
320+00W
320+00W
320+00W
320 +08 N

320+00W
320+00W
320+00W
320+00W
320+00W
320+00W

300+00W
300+50W
301+00W
301+50W
302 -'00W

302+50W
303+00W
303+50W
304+00W
304+50W
305+00W
305+50W
306+00W
306+50W
307+00W
307+50W
308+00W
308+50W
309+00W

309+00W 316+50W
308+00W 317+00W
308+00W 317+50W
308+00W 318+00W
309+00W 318+50W
308+00W 319+00W
309+00W 319+50W
308±00W 320+00W
308+00W 320+50W

<10 S 2

<10 S 4

<10 5 3

<10 4 2

<10 7 3

10 9 4

10 6 4

<10 S 3

<10 5 3

<10 4 3

<10 5 3

<10 10 3

100 4 2

<10 5 2

<10 9 2

<10 17 2

<10 19 3

20 13 3

20 17 2

320+00W 309+50W
320+00W 310+00W
320+00W 310+50W
320+00W 311+00W
320+00W 311+50W
320+00W 312+00W
320+00W 312+50W
320+00W 313+00W
320+00W 313+50W
320+00W 314+00W
32@+OON 314+50W
320+00W 315+00W
320+00W 315+50W
320+00W 316+00W
320+00W 316+50W
320+00W 317+00W
320+00W 317+50W
320+00W 318+00W 20
320+00W 319+50W <10
320+00W 319+00W 10

32@+eON 319+50W <10
316+00W 292+00W 10
16+00W 292+50W <10
316+00W 293+00W 20
316+00W 293+50W . 20
316+00W 294+00W <10
316+00W 294+50W 20
316+00W 295+00W <10
318+00W 295+50W' 420
315+00W 296+00W 100
516+00W 296+50W 30
16+00N 297+00W 20
S1S+OON 297+50W <10
!16+00N 299+00W <10
U6+00N 299+50W <10
c16+00N 299+00W 10

<10 9 2 16+00N 299+50W 20
<10 5 2 16+00W 300+00w <10
10 9 3 300+50W 20
<10 7 3 1E+00N 301+00W 10
<10 S 2 16+00W 381+50W 10
<10 7 3 1600N 30200w 10
<10 S 3 16+00W 302+50W 10
<10 4 2 15+00W 303±00w 20
<10 5 3 5+00W 303+50W 130

15+00W 304+00W <10
15+00W 304+50W '.10
15+00W 30E-00W <10
15±00W 305±50W <18
15+00W 305+00W <10
16±00W 305±58W <10
IE+OOM 307-08W <10
15±00W 307+50W <10
15+08W 309±80w <18
5± 39+5Ø) <10

15±88W 309+00w 18

<10 17

20 13

20 10 1

<10 7 2

<10 9 1

<10 9 1

<10 7 1

<10 8 2

10 6 1

<10 9 2

<10 7 2

10 2 3

<10 7 1

<10 1

<10 7 2

10 5 3

20 5 2

7 1

S 2
.7

5 2

10 4

6 3
.7

4

4

4

4

16

15

16

21

40

53
14

a
a
.7

5

4

4

a

12
a

.7

6

1L 0

.7

.7

.7

.7

-7

.7

Cordinte! Pb



318+00W 309+60W 20 S 4 312+00W 296+50W 10 10 S

316+00W 310+00W 40 8 4 312+00W 297+00W <10 12 I
31 S +00W 310+50W <10 6 4 312+00W 297+60W <10 10 S

316 +0@N 311+00W <10 6 2 312+00W 299+ 00W 140 10 4

316 +@ON 311+50W 10 9 3 312+OON 299+50W <10 9

316+eON 312+00W 40 6 3 312+00W 299+00W <10 5
31 S +00W 31250W <10 9 3 312+00W 299+50W <10 8

316+00W 313+0O(J 10 11 2 312+OON 300+00W 10 14

316+00W 313+50W 10 10 3 312+00W 300+50W <10 26
316+00W 314+00W 10 10 3 312+00W 301+00W 10 22 2

316+00W 314+50W 10 S 2 312+00W 301+50W <10 30 2

316+00W 315+00W 20 9 2 312+00W 302+00W <10 49 2

31600W 315+50W 40 65 4 312+@0N 302+50W <10 90 3
316+00W 3 15+00W 30 19 2 312+OON 303+00W <10 5 3
316+00W 316+50W 10 10 3 312+@ON 303+50W 200 4 3
316+00W 317+00W 10 15 3 312+OON 304+00W <10 3 2

316+00W 3 17+60W <10 12 4 312+00W 304+50W <10 8 3
316+00W 319+00W <10 4 4 312+00W 305+00W 10 9 3
316+00W 319+50W 10 7 3 312+00W 305 +50W 10 27 3
316+00W 319+00W <10 4 3 312+@ON 306+00W <10 7 3
316+00W 319+50W 10 9 2 312+00W 305+50W <10 5 3

31 4+00W 292+00W 30 13 4 312+00W 307+00W <10 4- 2

314+00W 292+50W 70 7 3 312+00W 307+50W <10 S 3
31 4+00W 293+00W 10 8 3 312+00W 308+00W <10 3 3
314 +00W 293+50W <10 8 3 312+OON 309+50W <10 5 3
314+00W 2 94+00W 10 8 3 312+00W 309+00W <10 3 2.

314+00W 294+60W 20 12 4 312+00W 309+50W <10 9 3.

314+OON 295+00W 20 8 5 312+00W 310+00W <10 4 2
314+00W 295+50W 140 16 11 312+00W 3 10+50W <10 6 6

314+00W 296+00W 70 24 33 312+00W 3 11+00W <10 4- 2
314 +00W 296+50W 60 12 S 312+00W 311+S0W <10 S 2

314+00W 2 97+00W <10 9 3 312+00W 312+00W <10 10 3
314+00W 297+50W <10 9 2 312+00W 312+50W <10 7 3
314+00W 298+00W <10 5 3 312+00W 313+00W <.10 6 3
314 +00W 299+50W <_10 7 2 312+00W 313+50W <10 8 3

314+OON 2 99+0@tJ <10 8 3 312+00W 3 14+00W <10 S 2
314+00W 2 99+60W 20 10 2 312+00W 314 +60W <10 9 3
314+OON 300+00W <10 7 1 312+00N 3 15+00W <10 6 2

314+00W 300+60W <10 6 2 312+00W 316+60W <10 6 2

314+00W 301+00W 10 8 2 312+00W 3 16+00W <10 7 3
314+00W 301+50W 10 8 3 312+00W 3 16 +60W 10 5 2

314+00W 302+00W <10 9 3 312+00W 317+00W <10 5 3
314 +OON 302+50W <10 8 2 3!2'00N 317+50W <10 3 3
314+00W 303+00W <1.0 10 3 312+00W 3 19 +00W <10 3 3
314+00W 303+50W 10 14 3 312+00W 312+50W <10 6 3
314+00W 304+00W 60 9 3 312@0N 319+00W <10 5 2
314+00W 304 +60W 20 S 2 312+00W 319+50W <10 5 1

314+00W 306+00W 20 9 3 312+00W 320+00W <10 6 2

314 +00W 305+60W 20 9 2 31000W 292+00W <10 4 4

31 4+00W 306+00W 20 10 2 310+00W 292+50W <19 6 4

314 +00W 306+60W 20 8 2 310+00W 293 + @0W 50 6 4
314+00W 307+00W 10 8 2 310+90W 293+50W 20 6 4

314 +00W 307+50W <10 9 2 310+00W 294+00W 20 S 6
314+00W 308+00W 10 7 2 310+00W 294+50W 50 15 48
312 +00W 292+00W 10 14 4 310+00W 296+00W 10 8 4

312+09W 295+00W 30 12 7 310+00W 295+50W 23 12 3
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.PPENOIX E

GOLD NO SILVER SSys OF CORE SAMPLES FROM GOUGE NO RGILLIC

ZONES

Fire assays were per formed by a registered assayer of the

CHEMEX LiBS LdtI Vancouver, British Columbia. The values for gold

and silver are recorded in ppm. ll !amples come from the seven

drill holes targeted on the Blue Bell area BB1 to 7). The first

four figures of the sampl.e number represent the depth of location

epreeeed in feet times 10 (0745581 sample taken at 74.5 feet in

hole 1). Refer to figure 12 for location of drilling set-ups.
FIELD NO Au Ag FIELD NO Au Ag

0745881 0.7543 6.85 0700885 0.2743 0.34
10?BBBI 0.2743 2.40 0753885 0.1029 4.11
14198B1 0.1029 0.34 0778885 0.1029 3.43
1426BB1 0.1029 0.34 1242885 0.4114 3.43
2162881 0.3429 1.71 1457885 2.1943 8.57
0350882 0.1029 0.69 1672885 0.4114 2.06
1050882 0.1029 2.40 2060885 0.2057 1.71
1100882 0.1029 0.34 2070885 0.2057 4.11
1150882 0.2057 0.69 0790886 0.2057 4.11
0450882 1.4400 0.69 0798086 0.3429 2.06
0610882 2.2629 0.34 0832086 0.3429 2.74
1093882 0.1029 2.06 0856886 0.2057 5.49
1174882 0.1029 0.69 0878886 0.2743 4.80
1228882 0.1029 2.74 1010866 0.1029 4.80
1249882 0.1029 1.71 1080886 0.1029 1.37
1395882 0.1029 1.03 1114886 0.2057 4.11
1414882 0.6857 4.11 1430886 0.3429 3.43
1421882 0.1029 1.37 1680886 0.6171 5.49
1475882 0.2057 2.40 1712B86 0.8229 4.11
1520802 0.Z057 1.03 1762886 0.2057 3.43
1557882 0.1029 0.69 1776686 0.2057 3.43
0000883 0.3429 0.34 1830886 0.5486 2.06
0250883 0.4114 0.34 2130886 0.4800 4.11
0300883 0.1029 0.69 1000087 0.2057 0.34
04008B3 0.1029 0.34 1050887 0.2057 0.34
1500883 0.1029 3.43 1100887 0.1028 0.34
1550883 0.1029 2.74 1150887 0.2743 1.37
1600803 0.1029 3.43 0000884 0.1029 2.74
1650883 0.1029 1.37 0250684 0.1029 3.43
0262683 0.2743 0.34 0350884 0.1029 3.43
1133883 0.3429 2.40 0380884 0.1029 2.74
1190683 0.1029 0.34 1050884 0.1029 2.08
1224883 0.1029 3.77 1100884 0.1029 2.06
1328883 0.1029 2.74 0738884 0.1029 1.03
1587883 0.1029 2.40 07858B4 0.1029 1.37
1792883 0.4800 4.80 0837884 0.1029 2.74
1836883 0.3429 2.40 1530884 0.1029 1.03
1870683 0.2743 2.74 1807884 0.2057 2.74



S 01> MBBi-512 N00+B0E 
5 01> (45i-51 N00r802 

£ S 00P 1+SiE N00+B0E 
S 01 (405+t'JE 

S 01 1400+112 N00+B0E 
P 01> 5+212 N00+B02 
1. 14Ø-tE1j' NOG4BBE 
5 01 M+T2 N00+B0E 
B 01 1400+:12 N00+B0E 

P S 01 1405+112 N00+B02 
2 S 01 14004012 N00+B0E 
Z 3 01> (405+012 N00+B0E 
£ P 01> 1400+602 N0+B0 
£ S 02 1403+B02 N00+802 

£ 14004302 W004802 
31 62 002 MOS+L02 N00+802 
£ 61 091 1400+L0E w00+aOE 
P 01> 1405+502 N00+80E 
Z 01 01> P100+902 N3+ 

L 902 1409+502 N00+602 
L 01> 14004502 N00+B0E 

Z 9 01> M0S+PO2 N00+B0E 
£ 6 01> 1400+P02 N00+B0E 

Z £ 01) 1405+202 N00+B0E 
Z P 01> 14004202 N00+B02 

Z 5 01> 140S+02 N00+802 
Z B 01> J100+Z02 N00+B0E 

8 01> 1405+102 N00+802 
2 L 01> 1400+102 N00+B0E 

01 01> 1405+002 N00+B02 

P @1 01 1400+002 N00+B0E 
2 01 01 1400+602 N00+012 
P 11 01> 14054L02 N00+OIE 
P 01 OZ (400+L02 N00+OTE 
P 51 01 1435+332 NO3+31E 
2 PT 01> 1400+932 N00+012 
P 01 01 1435+502 N00+3T2 
£ B 01> 1400+502 N00+012 
£ 6 01 MOS+P02 N00+012 
Z L 01> M00+P02 N00+0TE 
Z 9 OZ 1439+202 I00+01E 

1 9 01> 1400+202 i00+0TE 
B 01> P105+02 N00+01E 

Z 1. 01> 1400+Z02 N00+0T2 
3 01 1405+102 N00+0TE 

£ 2. 01> 1400+102 N00+012 

P 9 01> 14054002 N00+012 
£ 8 01 1400+002 N00+0TE 
£ 6 01> 1405+66Z N00+012 
P 6 OZ M00+6G N00+012 
Z L OZ (409+BGZ N00+01E 

P 01 0Z 1400+BGZ N00+0TE 

2 2. 01> f40S+L6Z N00+0T2 
£ 6 (400+LGZ N00+OTE 

P 6 01> M35+96Z 1400+012 

£ 2. 01> M00+SGZ N00+0T2 


